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AND
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This, the final report and reconunendations of the Montana Committee on the

Problems of the Aging, represents a composite effort on the part of the members

of the Montana Committee. In fact, the entire program of study and research in

the field of the problems of the aging was undertaken and conducted by all of the

members of the Committee,

True, as is the case in any such Committee, certain members of the Committee

vrere able, by reason of time and circumstance, to devote more attention to and

take a more active part in the work done by the Committee, But this, it vrould

seem to us, is a rather noraial situation.

Insofar as this report is concerned, we feel that special acknowledgement

should be made for the part played in the drafting and assembling of the report

and reconmendations by the following individuals:

Dr. James A. Shown, Chairman
Committee on Aging, Montana Medical Association
Great Falls

Dr. Jess Schwidde
Billings

Dr. Robert Spratt, Superintendent
Montana State Hospital
Warm Springs

Mr. Louis W. \ifurl ;

Montana State Hospital
Warm Springs

Mr. Lewis G, Lansing
Montana Bnployment Service
Helena

Mr. Glenn 0. Lockwood, State Director

Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation
Helena

Mr. Vivian Burr
State Department of Public Welfare
Helena

Dr. E. 0. Bratsberg
Kalispell





Dr. E. A, Atkinson
Director of Siammer Session
Montana State University
Missoula

Mrs, Don McLaughlin
Butte

Mr. 0, A. Bergeson
Dillon

All of the above-named individuals were very active members of the Montana

Committee on the Problems of the Aging. In additon, much of the work of the com-

pilation of this final report and recommendations fell to the lot of the Vice-

Chairman and Secretary, Mr. Francis A. Howard of Helena,

The Montana Committee on the Problems of the Aging was originally appointed

by the Honorable J, Hugo Aronson, Govembr of Montana, in the late spring of 1959»

Committee personnel were appointed from, many sections of the State and the Com-

mittee consisted of the following individuals:

Ralph C, PCnoblock, Helena, Chairman

P'rancis A, Howard, Helena, Vice-Chairaian and Secretary

Dr, James A, Shown, Great Falls

Mr, Lewis G, Lansing, Helena

Mr, Glenn 0, Lockwood, Helena

Mr, Vivian Burr, Helena

Dr, Robert J, Spratt, Warm Springs

Mr, 0, A, Bergeson, Dillon

Dr, E, 0, Bratsberg, Kalispell

Mrs, Don McLaughlin, Butte

Mr. L, A. Christenson, Cut Bank

Mr, Louis W, Wurl, Wanii Springs

Rt, Rev, Msgr, D. B. Harrington, Helena

Dr. Jess T, Schwidde
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Dr. E. A. Atkinson, Missoula

Dr. David T. Berg, Helena

Mr. Richard Lubben, Bozeman

R. B. Richardson, Helena
(Ex-Officio Chairman)

Mrs, Gladys Knowles, Billings
Mrs. Dallas Reed, Missoula
Members of the National Advisory Council

The Montana Committee on the Problems of the Aging held its first organiza-

tional meeting in the summer of 1959, and, at this first meeting, endeavored to

establish some foundation on which the Committee could build a practical, worth-

while and meaningful program for research and study. It was determined at this

first meeting that if problems of the aging did, in fact, exist within the borders

of the State of Montana, then vie should logically endeavor to find out •l^dlat those

problans were.

Further, if there were no problems in existence then it was decided we should

make a deteimination as to whether or not problems could be expected to develop

within a period of a few years.

And, finally, if problems did exist vri.thin our own State borders and if it

were possible for the Committee to pin-point those problems, then we should en-

deavor to work toward solutions.

While it might be expected that the degree of seriousness of problans of the

aging in a state like Montana might be less than that in other states, no one on

the Committee was so naive as to expect that the problems, if any, offered little

challenge. Certainly, in a state covering thousands of square miles—in fact,

prior to the admittance of Alaska to the union of states, Montana was the third

largest state in the country area-wise—and with a very, very sparse population

of approximately 660,000 people, living in an economy almost totally rural, we

anticipated that those problems of the aging which did exist certainly would not
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necessarily tax our ingenuity or our ability to find solutions. On the other

hand, the Committee realized that while our problems, if any, were less serious

than those states with greater populations and more metropolitan areas, we could

do s better job if we were to limit our activity to a relatively small nvmiber of

areas identified with the problem.

The White House Conference on the Aging had found approximately 20 areas of

study in which aging committees or commissions could expend their energies. Vfe,

in Montana, preferred to confine our study and research to those specific areas

where we felt vre could accomplish something concrete and worthwhile. Hence, the

study made by the Montana Committee was limited solely to the following areas:

General health

Mental health

Rehabilitation

Qnployment

Housing

Education

Recreation

Having established the foregoing basic premise and having determinded speci-

fic areas of study we then proceeded as a Committee to start our program. We
.

soon learn' d that the desire to start the program and our being able to get under-

way with the project were two different things. Vfe, frankly, made little, if any,

progress. As a Committee, and individually as members, we developed a feeling of

frustration, which was due, no doubt, to the fact that even by limiting our ac-

tivity to seven specific areas vre found that the problem was so broad and nebulous

that we could not grasp specifics in our efforts to make progress.

While we in Montana like to think that we operated under extreme difficulties

fi^an a distance, terrain and climate standpoint, we should be honest enough to

admit that our problems in getting together as a Committee vrere no greater than
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those of the committees and commissions in certain other states.

Climate extremes in Montana, moiintainous terrain, oind vast distances between

cities all appeared to be effective in creating difficixLty for the Committee mem-

bers to get together at very frequent internals. On those occasions when we could

get together, we fovind ourselves faced with our apparent inability to pinpoint our

task.

It was at this time and at this point that the Committee made the decision to

allocate as much of the work of research as possible to local commimities. This

would accOTiplish a two-fold purpose: it would give us the benefit of surveys of

existing facilities at the local level, thus insuring a higher degree of accuracy

in order for us to learn what presently was being done for the aged in Montana,

and, secondly, we knew that it would bring forth opinions of local citizens vrtiich

would be "grass roots"opinions. Certainly, by bringing many, many Montanas into

contact with the State Committee, we would be able to identify more and more people

in the State with the problems of the aging and give us something more concrete

and specific on which to work. IVhile this did not occur to us at the time, we

actusuLLy were embarking on a project which, while very worthvdiile, was tremendous

in scope. The Committee, frankly, had no idea of the voltmiinous amoiint of time

and effort which would necessarily be expended in appointing and activating local-

gixjupa to delve into the problems of the aging.

Montana has 56 counties; efforts were made to appoint a local subcommittee

in each of the 56 counties. The initial approach was made with the assistance and

guidance of the State of Montana Department of Welfare through its local county

welfare department supervisors. In a state as sparsely popiilated as Montana, some

welfare departanent supervisors supervised, in some cases, two counties and in one

or two Instances, three counties. These welfare departments' supeirvisors were

asked to furnish names of local citizens to whom letters of invitation to serve on

be sent. After many weeks of volviminous correspon-
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dence and painsl aking effort, subcommittees were appointed and in most instances

were actively fiinctioning in approximately forty counties out of Montana's 56

coiinties.

Each member of each county subcommittee was then furnished with statistics,

unearthed by the Montana Committee, with reference to the total population of the

State of Montana in 1950 and 1959* the number of individuals in the State 65 years

of age and over, (both of the foregoing figures based on the 1950 census and the

approximate count in I960,) etc. In addition, statistics furnished included the

number of individuals 65 years of age and over receiving old age assistance, num-

ber receiving old age and survivors insurance, number receiving OAA and OASI bene-

fits, total number in the state hospital, total number in special-care facilities,

nursing homes, etc., number in the Montana Home for the Aged in Lewistown, Montana,

the number in other state homes, etc.; included in the statistics furnished were

figures on the number receiving unemployment insurance by age brackets together

with statistics on employment of older workers, again by age brackets. During a

given week a survey was made of all hospitals in Montana so that a determination

could be made as to the number of individuals age 65 or over who were hospital-

confined during a given week with a detailed breakdown as to the basis on which

such individuals were admitted to the hospital. And finally, complete statistics

by counties as to the 1950 census, the estimated 1958 population, the percentage

increase, the number 65 and older in 1950, the estimated number 65 and oven in

1959> and the percentage increase.

All of the foregoing statistics which were furnished to the members off the

local Montana county subcommittees appear as a part of this report.

As an added incentive to the local county subcommittees to start theii* re-

search and study, the Montana State Committee furnished to each of the members

of sfich subcommittees, questionnaire survey forms having to do with housing, em-
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ployment, economic needs, community needs, general and mental health, rehabilita-

tion, and education. It was hoped by the Montana Committee that by furnishing

such survey questionnaire forms we would be giv Lng the subcommittees a track on

which to run and would be, in turn, giving them something concrete, which they

could grasp, so that their research and study could begin.

Admittedly, our survey questionnaire forms were admirably suited, in many

instances, to some sections of the State and very poorly suited to other sections.

This resulted in something which turned out to be advantageous in that many county

subcommittees used the Montana Committee's survey questionnaire forms as a basis

for their own type of questionnaires which they drew u^ and which more nearly

suited their local situation.

This, then, was the solution to the first problem which confronted the Mon-

tana Committee—namely to successfully initiate a concrete and practical program

in the State. But, if we. were to expect local citizens to take an active interest

in our efforts to determine what problems of the aging existed in the State and

what solutions, if any, could be reached, then, we had to find some other means of

making these local citizens an integral part of the overall State program. Cer-

tainly, if the State Committee had merely asked these local citizens to compile a

report and send it in to the State Committee we would have had little, if any,

cooperation and rightly so.

Therefore, the Montana Committee embarked on its third project encompassing

the holding of regional conferences on the aging throughout the State. Why did

we feel that Regional Conferences were necessary? Our reasons can be listed as

follows :

1. We thought it best to find out what facilities presently existed for

the aged and what services were presently being performed for the aged on the local

level. Statistics furnished by a state department, whale informative, are not

necessarily correct in all instances. Through Regional Conferences we could get
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first-hand information from the local citizens concerning what was presently being

done for the aging population in the particular region.

2. Vfe felt, as a Committee, that the members of the local subcommittees should

have some local recognition for the job ;/hich they had done on a vol\intary basis and

vre v/anted to give these local citizens an opportvmity to appear before their fellov/

citizens so that they could express their opinions, state their views, and make

their recommendations, if any,

3. As a Committee, we had already determined that for the most part problems

of the aging as they existed in Montana could probably best be solved at the local

level and while we, as a Committee, might not come up with any solutions to the

problems which we uncovered, we could accomplish a tremendous amoimt of good if we

could make the local communities aware of the fact that the problems of the aging

were, in effect, both a responsibility and an opportunity for the local conmunity.

Therefore, the Regional Conference helped to bring about this objective,

4. By holding Regional Conferences we could, through proper program planning,

arrange to have retirees appear on the program so that we, as a Committee, could

find out first-hand exactly what these senior citizens wanted done or, for that

matter, not done.

5» By holding Regional Conferences, the State Committee could, finally, pre-

pare for and plan a State Conference on the Aging on a much more intelligent and

practical basisj we would have the benefit of the experience of the Regional Con-

ferences and a vital local background for what would result in our final report and

recommendations.

Therefore, Regional Conferences were planned as follows!

Glasgow - April 5, I960

Miles City - April 7, I960

Billings - April 13, I960

Great Falls - April 21, I960





Missoula - April 26, I960

Butte - April 28, I96O

In planning our six Regional Conferences, we attempted to lay a proper founda-

tion in each o± the six regions, namely, that the conferences were not being held

for the aged citizens, but rather were being held for all citizens of all ages.

We did not feel it proper that our problems of aging be identified solely with aged

people. It is accepted fact that our problems of the aging, while acute, to a de-

gree, in this year of I960, are not nearly as acute as they will become during the

next ten to fifteen years.

Therefore, as a proper keynote for the six Regional Conferences we attempted

to build our programs around the fact that the young-age group and the middle-age

group are the ones needing the most indoctrination to the problems of the aging.

We did not ignore the retirees, by any means. Such individuals were, when

such could be arranged, invited to be active participants on the program. The for-

mat of the programs in the six regions was something as follow:

1, A general statement of the problems in the region and introductory remarks

by the local regional program chairman,

2, A general statement by a member of the State Committee as to the respon-

sibilities and objectives of the Committee as a coordinating body,

3, A general statement concerning the problems of the aging by a member of

the Montana Medical Association, with emphasis on the general and mental health

aspects of the problem,

4» A young person, preferrably a high school senior, to briefly state -what

the problems of aging meant to such a young person,

5, Two retirees, one man and one woman, to inform the audience what aging had

meant to them,

6, Work shop sessions with the audience divided into seven groups for pur-





poses of infonnal discussions of the seven specific areas selected by the Montana

Committee, namely: general health, mental health, rehabilitation, employment,

housing, education, and recreation,

7. A report by some member of each of the county subcommittees making up the

region, concerning facilities and services existing for the aged in each county, a

report on the gaps which existed in such facilities and services, and, finally, the

recommendations, if any, of each subcommittee,

8, A general summary of the Conference by a member of the State Committee or

the local chairman.

In each of the six Regional Conferences which were held, the Montana State

Committee had a goal vrfiich involved an attempt to attain two specific objectives.

Our first objective was to create in each local community in Montana, an awareness

on their part that problems of aging did exist in their communities, to a degree,

and that these problems could best be solved on the local level. Our second objec-

7 tive was to install in each county a desire on their part to make the local sub-

committee a peiroanent one, to continue to deal with the problems of the aging as

they woxild be expected to arise to a greater degree in subsequent years.

There were, of course, other objectives which the Committee had, but which

were merely facets of the two principal objectives, Vfe sincerely desired to impress

upon those in attendance at each Regional Conference, and on the local subcommittees

that we, in Montana, were entering a new phase of our social development. We

stressed the point that our rapidly increasing older population, together with [the

lengthening life expectancy of the individual, were bringing about many problems

that were pressing for solution. These were problems of personal adjustment to a

changing pattern of living.

We sincerely hope that through our regional conferences we were able to demon-

strate the fact that a tremendous potential does exist for the individual community

^ \

and the nation as a whole through this gift of longer life,
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We endeavored, as a Committee, to point out in each Regional Conference that

thus far, we could be accused of failure to provide meaningful rules and opportun-

ities for many of the people who are living beyond the commonly accepted period of

usefulness and into the new later years.

We pointed out that our task, therefore, and their task as subcommittees, was

to establish community services and facilities to help the citizens of their commun-

ities make an easier and more graceful adjustment to retirement and old age. The

point, however, that should be stressed again and again is that we, as members of

the State Committee, looked upon ourselves as a coordinating body—the coordination

of the information gathered and facts accvmiulated by the local subcommittees on the

problems of the aging. Further, if we as a coordinating committee could create an

awareness on the part of local committees that problems did exist or would, with the

passing of time, come to the fore, then we, as a State Committee, had, to a great

degree, discharged our obligations and responsibilities.

As specified in the White House Conference on the Aging Act, each State Commit-

tee or Commission was to arrange a State Conference on the Aging with such confer-

ence to be held prior to the White House Conference in Washington, D,C,, in January,

1961. Further, each State Committee or Commission was | charged with the responsi-

bility for drafting a final report and of formulating recommendations to be turned

over to the delegates to be appointed to attend the ^'fliite House Conference.

The State Conference on the Problems of the Aging was held in Helena on Satur-

day, August 6, i960. Since no set program was set forth for such conferences, the

programs presented at many of the state conferences have varied to a great degree.

It was deteiroined by the Montana Committee that the State Conference on the

Aging in Montana would concern itself with two specific items: these two specific

items, therefore, constituted the greater part of the program held at the State

Conference,

The first of these was a summarization of each of the six Regional Conferences,
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such summary given by individxials representing each of the six regions. The secoad

major part of the program was a presentation by certain members of the State Com-

mittee of the Committee's final report and recommendations in each of the seven

areas studied by the Montana Committee.

On the following pages appear the reports and recommendation of the sub-

committees concerned with the seven specific areas of research and study by the

Montana Committee on the Problems of the Aging. The area reports are listed in the

following order:

1. General Health - Dr. James A. Shovm
Dr. Jess T. Schvridde

Mr. 0. A. Bergeson

2. Mental Health - Mr. Louis Wurl, OTC
Dr. Robert J. Spratt

3. Rehabilitation - Mr. Glenn 0. Lockwood
Mr. Vivian Burr

h. Employment - Mr. Lewis G. Lansing
Mr. Glenn 0. Lockwood

5. Hotising - Dr. E. 0. Bratsberg

6. Education - Dr. E. A. Atkinson

7. Recreation - Mrs. Don McLaughlin
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REPORT OF SUB-CCMIITTEB ON GENERAL HEALTH

The general health of the individual aging citizen in Montana can, under no

circvnistances, be divorced from any of the multiple, envircnmental factors affect-

ing his life. These factors range from the purely physical—such as food and

shelter; to the more intangible socjal—such as the place he is offered in our

present society.

It is, of course, obvious that the general health will be adversely affected

by the lack of proper food and housing. During its diligent fact-finding study,

the Montana Comniittee on the Problems of the Aging has developed a rapidly in-

creasing awareness that one factor adversely affects all phases of the older

person's life; a factor which is a much more intangible one. It is none the

less important. It is more universal and depends little on place of residence,

economic status, degree of education, or former occupation. This factor cannot

be plotted on graphs, nor can it be summarized in charts. It is the currently

negative attitude of our American society toward its aging and aged citizens.

We have placed a premium on youth and a penalty on age. It has become an

unreasonable and unrealistic habit, in our society, to pick a certain day from

the chronological lifetime of an individual and on that day arbitrarily reduce

him to the status of something less than a first-class citizen, regardless of

his desire or rotential. This time of his life can well be likened to that of

an automobile: regaixiless of "how many miles he has left", he is relegated to .

the "used people lot." Our young do not look to their elders with respect, nor

with equanimity toward their own, inevitable aging. The small inroads that have

been made to correct the negative attitude. The older citizen is thus stripped

of the basic dignity of man, endowed him by his Creator. This is a blow from

.dtiich few recover, and cannot fail to have an adverse effect, sooner or later, en his
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general health. An unhappy man is a sick man.

We must, then, while considering the general health of our aging citizens,

bear constantly in mind this basic disease of aging, our negative attitude^

as a society, toward aging.

I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ;

Montana has much in common with the rest of the nation, insofar as the

problems of its aging population are concerned; however, in some respects it

differs sharply.

As is true of our entire society, Montana has an increasing number of

people over the age of 65. We rank slightly higher than the national average

in this respect. Our people, like all Americans, are living longer. Medicine

and its allied fields have increased the life-span in heroic proportions during

the past few decades. This has been accomplished by the discovery and develop-

ment of new medicines to combat many of the acute infectious diseases, to

counteract metabolic diseases such as diabetes, and to offset the complications

of many chronic ailments. At the same time, development of new methods of

anesthesia and surgery, broadened public health procedures, and the growth of

the philosophy of preventative medicine have all added long years to the life

span of the average American. More infants, children, and young adults live to

the later years j and, the elderly have had their lives prolonged.

Thus we see, paradoxically, that while the increase in our aging popula-

tion represents a tremendous victory for health progress, the same aging pop-

ulation currently represents the area of greatest health need. In 1900 the

greatest killers were pnevunonia, tuberculosis, diarrhea, heart disease, and

kidney disease. Typhoid fever and diphtheria also took large tolls. Today,

the list is headed by heart disease, cancer, accidents, cerebral arteriosclerosis

(strokes), and kidney disease. Our citizenry is surviving to a remarkable ex-

tent the acute diseases with the logical corollary that the percentage chance

of living long enough to develop one of the more chronic conditions has been
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tremendously increased. This fact, coupled with the still inevitable process

of gradual ''slowing down" with advancing years, creates a large part of the

health problem of our older citizens. Two things, for instance, become im-

mediately obvious:

1. That, just as aging itself is a process that begins with birth and ends

with death, so the general health of any individual begins with birth — or

before — . There are no "time diseases of the aged", in the sense that they

affect only the elderly. We see many younger people with changes usually assoc-

iated with old age. On the other hand, many oldsters are seen with remarkable

sound physiologies. Abuse of health during the early years is not conducive

to absence of disease during the later years.

2. The chronicity of many of the ailments of advancing years, together

with the diminished capacity of the elderly to combat the various stresses im-

posed on the remaining physiological function, automatically requires signif-

icantly longer periods of treatment and cor alescence. The percentage of dis-

ability, in varying degrees, also sharply increases, carrying with it the need

for assistance ranging IroTi simple nursing care to complete help at home or in

a hospital or other institutional environment.

In the above respects, then, the problem of general health of the older

citizens of Montana corresponds well to that in the remainder of the 50 states.

But, while this is true, certain fundamentals apply to Montana that are not

so generally true. While these differences do not alter the discussion to this

point, they certainly do influence, markedly, the methods of attacking the

problem. The main points of difference include: large geographic area, re-

latively sparse population, large rural population, and widely separated urban

centers.

II. PRESENT HMLTH NEgPS ;

Again, our needs parallel closely the needs in the field of general health
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for the aging nationally. The Montana Committee on the Problems of the Aging

has gone to the older people for definition of these needs. These people have

discussed with us their most urgent needs. These include (not necessarily in

order of importance):

1. Convalescent and nursing home facilities. In nearly all surveys there

seemed relatively little concern vdth present or contemplated facilities for

management of the acute illness or injury. This definitely did not prove true

in the area of convalescent and nursing home care. Almost without exception,

each county indicated a definite need for these services.

Not only is there a lack of such facilities, but those available are often

below any standard for the providing of decent care. In many instances they

are regarded, grimly, as "way-stations on the road to death". Many are found

in remodeled homes or other buildings not structurally suited to serving the

function for which they are used. Many are inadequately staffed, either in

terms of number of personnel or in terms of qualification of the personnel.

Too frequently, patients are confined to bed unnecessarily because it is less

trouble to do things this way. Too little attention is given each patient.

The "extras", of provisions for social, religious, recreational, and rehabili-

tative opportunites are too often lacking.

At the present time, such facilities are quite often located at some

distance from the communities from which the inmates have come. This further

"tearing up of roots" at a particularly undesirable time means further loss

of identity and interest in living.

To gain admittance to the State maintained home for the aged, the indi-

vidual must first be committed to the State Mental Hospital at Warm Springs.

This procedure was established by the State Legislature and is obviously an

undesirable thing,

2. Visiting nurse services. Again, reports from all counties indicated
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an urgent need for visiting nurse services. Coupled vdth this, frequently, is

the request for horaemaker services, and expanded public health facilities. The

latter is particularly true in the rural areas.

With facilities now existent, the )reponderanL majority of people in the

older age groups do or would prefer being cared for in their own homes through

visiting nurse and homemaker services, rather than enter nursing homes.

3. Montana at the present time offers relatively little in the way of re~

habilitative services for the elderly. This is a definite need.

4« Health education programs, beginning at the lowest school levels, are

very urgently needed. It has been pointed out that t'he health of the older

person often is greatly influenced by health habits during his earlier years.

5. Reconsideration of present retirement policies is long overdue. En-

forc idleness is not conducive to good general health.

6. Along this same line, the present restrictions of earnings for those

who are receiving Social Security benefits is considered unfair by the majority

of older citizens.

7. Educational programs for all who serve on the "team" providing care

for the older people are urgently needed. This applies to all members of the

tesim, from the physician through the aid. It is also as vital for those

providing nursing home care as for such care in general hospitals indeed,

much more so.

8. A much closer cooperation and iinderstanding between the State Legis-

lature and the various agencies and groups concerned with providing health care

is a much needed thing. With lack of such cooperation and understanding the

elderly are not considered in their proper light as individuals needing certain

care; but, rather, as pawns in political chess games.

9. Special clinic days for the elderly have not been widely sought for.

In general, people from rural areas seem little interested. While there is a
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much more vigorous request for such a service in the urban centers, a signif-

icant proportion of these people, too, indicate they prefer to make their own

arrangements.

10. We now come to one of the most urgent needs relating to the general

health care of Montana's older citizens. This is, freedom from fear of the

prohibitive economic burden imposed by catastrophic illness or in.jury .

Along with the need to retain his social identity, the older citizen in

Montana is most concerned by this fear of becoming completely dependent as a

result of chronic disability throxigh illness or injury. This need, unequivocally,

must be regarded as one of the foremost problems.

The current trend of our national philosophy toward the principle of

"cradle to grave security", based on fact of birth alone, and irrespective of

endeavor or merit; has also come to include a large element of "getting all

you can for nothing". This is seen with vicious clarity in the number of people

vrtio have received extensive and costly treatment in government hospital facil-

ities for "service-connected" illnesses or disabilities which, in actuality,

have no connection with service. Many of these people could well pay their own

way, rather than impose further burdens on the tax-paying public.

The older citizens of Montana have not, in the majority, subscribed to this'

philosophy. It is the opinion of the Montana Committee on the Problems of the

Aging, based upon extensive investigation, that our senior citizens prefer to

retain their individuality and independence as soon as they possibly can, and

this includes taking care of their own health needs. True, strong assertions

have been made that the 'Government" should provide total health care. At least

as often, however, have been heard equally emphatic statements to the effect:

"let's keep the government out of this". In further explanation of this

attitude, these people frequently indicate their feeling that in our society

at the present time the idea of getting something for nothing is a myth. Federal
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programs cost money, much more than such programs carried on at the community

level. In one way or another, these programs must be paid for, and tax increases

often negate many of the benefits of such plans. It becomes a case of "rob-

bing Peter to pay Paul"? And, in the final analysis, neither Peter nor Paul

will get full value received.
'^^

Fiirther,. the majority of these people indicate any plan which will further

increase their dependence is second-best. More than any other group of people

at the present time, our older citizens characterise the principles of indi-

viduality and independence of thought and action. They, in general, resent

further encroachment, however insidious, by centralized federal control on

their individual liberties. .They feel, too, that the currently negative atti-

tude toward aging has already created a surplus of undesired, enforced de-

pendence.

Exemplary as this attitude is, however, certain cold facts must be dealt

with. In our present sociologic stnicture, it is not easy and often not pos-

sible for the elderly to retain complete independence regardless of the sin-

cerity of desire or soundness of their general health. Among these facts are

the following

s

1. Increase in cost of hospitalization.
2. Increase in the cost of medicines,
3. Increase in the cost of physician services.

let it be noted here that these increased costs are often relative. That

is, their proportionate increase, when compared with the increased cost of liv-

ing index, the greater n\mber of lives saved, and decrease in number and dur-

ation of disabilities often renders the dollar and cents cost less painful.

This fact is not too frequently considered. The actual cost of physician care,

per se, has not risen out of proportion to the total increase in cost of liv-

ing scale. Yet, most people, when asked if doctors charge too much will answer,

"yes". When asked, then, if their own doctors charge too much, the answer is
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most usually, "no". This too, however, is a relative thing. If the oldster

lived under conditions of full earning capacity the charge would not be ex-

cessive. However, under his actual conditions of limited, reduced, or fixed

income, a very nominal charge may be too much,

4. Increased likelihood of progressive disability, requiring extra care.

$• Sharp decrease in income and monetary reserve.

These facts, and others, point up sharply that we must differentiate be-

tween what people "want", and what they actually need. This need must be de-

termined on an individual basis. When it is, realistically, we find that these

individuals fall into three main categories?

1. Those older citizens who, through their own resources or through the

help of relatives, are financially able to care for their own health needs.

This group, diminishing in numbers, presents no acute problem.

2. The eight to ten thousand oldsters in Montana who are partially or

wholly dependent upon Welfare funds. These are the group spoken of as indigent.

At present their needs are fairly well met.

3. That group or segment, of our older citizens with limited and/or

fixed incomes. These are the "marginal" cases. They are not indigent, nor

yet do they have sufficient reserve of their own or the outside help to offset

the cost of lengthy periods of illness or injiiry. It is this group vrtiich is,

at this time, in most urgent need. They are victims of economic and social

conditions over which they have no control. These are the people who, on

retirement, often find the insurance coverage they have enjoyed, is unavail-

able to them because they leave group coverage. Individual policies, taken

out at that age, are either impossiple to get, carry impossible (for their

reduced incomes) premiums, or are subject to restrictions due to certain con-

ditions.

These are the people who frequently do not qualify for full Social Se-
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curity coverage. Some of them can get none. We have seen, as we have studied

the problem in Montana, many instances of apparent inequities in this regard.

It has been pointed out that Montana has a large iniral population. Large

numbers of these people, nearing or past the age of active endeavor, find

themselves without the fringe benefits provided labor in the industrial areas

of the state.

We have thus returned, full circle, to the opening statement of thi^"

portion of the report. To a point, our non-indigent older citizens are cap-

able and desiiHDUS of providing for their own health needs. Beyond this

individixally variable point, complete collapse of resources occurs, A way must

be found to lift the burden imposed by catastrophic illness or injury. The

consideration must be on an individual basis. An obligation incurred through

ill health, might be no problem at all to one individual, a mild to moderate

hardship to another, and a completely impossible debt to a thiivi.

The Montana Committee on the Problems of the Aging realizes fully that the

time vdien the complete responsibility for an aging person rested with himself,

his family, and his community was irrevocably put behind us by the Great De-

pression and the res\iltant change in social concepts. Among these changing

concepts has been the delegation of an increasing amount of power and reg-

ulation to the federal authority. The Montana Committee is jognlzani of the

fact that our present social order makes Federal monetary participation nec-

essary, to an extent, in attacking the broad problem of general health for our

older citizens. For instance, it does not seem likely that existing Social

Security laws, Hill-Burton funds for hospital construction, and so forth, will

be done away with. However, the Committee strongly urges that such funds be

used sparingly and wisely AND THAT THE ULTIMATE CONTROL AND USE OF SUCH MONIES

REST WITH STATE AND COMMUNIT/ AiJTHORITY, Federal assistance , where necessary,

is not unwelcome. Federal cunr. i'oI is impossible, if the individual welfare
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oC ea.;h o? our oj i'?r cit^.z.^ri£' i.^ tn :..^ Ov.;' ^rralr ~b slricvuid b'^v. ::.f it is, the

st'idiiiP of the Committee, in Montana^ p';i.irj.Lj' irid.xoat''i th«i* one of the .r^reatest

needs is for all programs for the health oai*e of the eldsrly to be activated and

condMcted at the community level.
. .

III. FRESEXn? FACILIT'IES TOR EEALTH CARE OF TBE ELDERLY IN MOWTMA;

1. Acute Treatment Facilities ; With the progressive improvement of hospital,

cTdnic, atid ofiific'e facilities in the larger Montsjia cities, and, vith the con-

struction of modern hospitals in small conmunities, the grad.ual expansion of public

health facilities (incliiding Riblic Health Ntjrses), and a gra^'ing awareness of the

need for conaminity parti -::ipation, these acute treatment facilities in Montana seem

o
to be reasonably aci.eq-aate. Tae I/bntana Hospital AR8ociativ:)n, at the present time,

is vigorously involved with efforts to imr-rove the health care of our elderly people

—inclijding the indigent.

2. Convalescent and Nursing Home Facilities ; The. black picture presented to

this point, with regard to these faGi].ities, is betiraning less dark. The Montana

State N-iursing Home Association is earnestly attet%)ting to improve these facilities,

both, in nxrrber and in q-.xalityo The results of these efforts are evident, for

instance, in MissoTila. Community joint-action projects, as In Shelby and Conrad,

also provide us vith functioning proof of the possible results of such action.

In seme cases the action is begun by a church group) Ir. other by different means.

However, such projects clearly demonstrate the benefits of local, commimity plem-

ning for the elderly people of that coramijnity. Federal monies have been utilized

but the facilities have been adapted to the needs in. each community and control

remains at the truly effective, community level.

3. The .Montarui Joint Council to Improve the Health Care of the Aged has

been recently orgar.'.ized. It embracei--. th.e Mt.j^itana Dental Association, the Mon-

tana Hospital As3ociatiorj;, the Montana i7ii;:"sing Hoine Association, a::d the Mon-

tana Medical Association. It is '/Jlthin the £-cope of the Council to provide





effective leaderahip in the further study and resolution of the needs pre-

viously discussed. Prominent among such projects would, and should, be the

raising of institutional standai^s and improvement of the qualifications of

those caring for the elderly, in all capacities, through educational programs..

4 The Montana Medical As?ociation, through its Committee on Aging is

forging positive action projects in the field of general health care for

Montana's older citizens. Again^ as is proper, a large part of these efforts

are in the sense of education. This education is aimed at the physician as well

as the lay public. It is designed to help raise the status of the older pat-

ient to that of "first-class citizen" | for^ the medical profession has not been

inmune to the currently negative attitude of our society toward aging and the

aged.

5. Facilities for the rehabilitation of older citizens are, at this time,

lacking. Howeverj, it is anticipated that within the next year, definitive pro-

grams will be developed in this regard. Perhaps in no other single phase of

general health care is the fact that such care, per se, cannot be divorced from

all other aspects of the older person's environment brought home so clearly as

in the matter of rehabilitation. The Montana State Rehabilitation Associa-

tion, composed as it is of a cross-section of occupations and professions,

will be in c^he most advantageous position to stimulate and effect improvement

and expansion in these facilltie?.

6. Present methods of financing health care; Again, we find division

into three categories necessary, using the same categories as were discussed

in the section on health needs.

A, The group of older citizens j, who, through their own resources

or with personal, outside help^ are able to cars financially for their own health

needs. This group is becoming smaller,

B. The eight to ten thousand Montanans who are classed as indigents.
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These people receive very good care under the Montana Well.o'e program. People

in this class, according to recent figures from the Welfare Department, receive

the highest monthly monetary allowance of any of the Nortbv/estern states except

Utah, which is a few cents higher. In addition, these people receive a great

deal moire. Their needs are determined by the Welfare Department, the" case workers

in each county, and by the action of County Commissioners , Hospitalization, med-

ical care, drugs, and housing benefits are provided. As the cost of livijig

advances, budgetary needs are revised from time to time. The general, overall

needs of these people are essentially well provided for. While the Federal Goverr-

ment provides a great deal of these funds. Federal si;tpervision is at a minimvim

and such matching funds are placed under the control and supervision of the State

Board of Public Welfare and the County Commissioners . Bi^dgetat-y needs for

food, housing, and clothing are comparatively simple in administration] and

placement in rest homes or arrangements for acute hospital care is generally

provided upon the advice of Coimty Physicians, While such programs are not

Utopian, they do allow more preempt examination eind correction of local inade-

quacies and abuses. With the stimvilus^ also, of coramvinity supervision there

is greater incentive to improve existing facilities. For instance, in one of

ottr larger counties, a particixlarly active and conscientious Coimty Physician,

has been responsible for many improvements in the health care of these people.

Homemaker services, for example, are being expanded, and similar plans are in

effect. The resxilts have emphasized:

1. Action is more prompt and more efficient at the community

level.

2. No program, no matter ha-r well financed or by whom, can be

truly effective without the incentive of dedicated personnel.

3. Supervision at the coramvinity level at.i'.-ws more exact tailor-

ing and alteration of programs to adapt to changing comra-jnity needs.
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k. Elimination of supernumerary "buieaus" reduces, iD.arkedly,

the cost of such programs.
I

5. Where conscientious "teams" of those responsible for all

phases of such care are dedicated to the improvement of the social, as veil as

the medical, lot of these individuals, much money has been saved the taxpayer.

For instance, it is well documented that a visiting nurse or a part-tijne home-

maker is able to eliminate many hospital days for the numerouie older, indigent

patients who are as apt to enter a hospital for social reasons as for actual

medical needs.

C. That group of elderly citizens, constantly e.xparding, who have

limited or fixed incomes which do not conform to the cost of living increases.

This, as has been repeatedly stated, is the group necessitating the most \jrgent

attention. Let ub examine the methods by which tiiey are currently being helped.

1, Retirement and pension plans a; provided by industry and/or

I
labor union membership. Understemdably, these pe;yments are not sufficient to

allow Independence, but are of vital concern and of gocd help to many of the

elderly. Unfortunately, it is not infrequent that existing restrictions on added

income allowed to recipients of Social Security, render it impossible for full

advantage to be taken of pensions, where second pensions or allowances are allow-

ed. Case in point: A Billings man, entitled to ccmperisation for service in the

First World War, who is also eligible for retiremerit benefits from his former

occupation, is not able to collect both since to do so would threaten his Social

Security status,

2. Prepaid Medical Care - The rxmber of people with voluntary

prepaid medical care plans through individual Xxisurance plans or groups, is

rapidly increasing. Statistics are not given bare because they change from day

to day. A specific study of the percentage covers-ge thro-^Jgh prepaid medical

plans does not seem either reliable or indicative at this time because of a
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cittrently increasing trend toward ntilizotion of tVds fom of health insurance.

A siirvey in two to five years will prove enlightening.

At this time, for pvurposes of this repr)rt, it is possible, with accuracy,

to say only that there is a growing aweirem ss on ths part of patient and insxoreuice

industry £j.ike of the need of special policies for the elderly. It is the opinion

of the Committee that this method of financing health care for the elderly de-

serves further study and encouragement. For instance, Montana Physicians Service,

with the cooperation of its physician members, is offering special, low-cost

plans to the elderly in Monteina. These plans are not economically prohibitive in

premium cost. Montaoia Blue Cross is errolling people in similar plans. Varioios

private carriers, with similar recognition of the problon, are offering special

plans for the elderly. As wi.th all things, general awareness is slow in coming.

Many people in the older age group could afford what wo\ild be fairly euieqiiate

coverage if they knew of such plans. Education in this regard is necessary.

Recommendations With Regard to General Health Care

1. With the studied realization that changes in the social order, to be

feasible and effective, are not to be instituted overnight; but, rather, should

be carefully weighed acd considered, and' that the problems of providing for the
f

'

general health care of otir older citizens imply such changes:

The Montana Committee lorges i'urther study eoid investigation at the

commimity level in order that, as individual states and as a Nation, we search

out fairly the problems of our agJjug. Let not problems be created where none •

exist, nor let none be overlooked which do exist. Let these problems be wisely

and widely studied, in the light of the current awareness of their significance

and importance. Let the soliction of these problems, conscientioiisly be soi:ight

in the way that is best for oxir older citizens, for all our citizens, and in the

way that will give greatest strength to our Nation.
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2, The Montana Committee, cognizant of the need to correct the c\jrr?ntly

negative attitude in oijr society toward o^or aging and aged, before anjr program

can be fully effective, recommends the folla\7ing:

A. Development of broad health education programs designed to reduce

and ultimately remove the current stigma, with resultant impairment of health,

attached to the older person.

B. Development of Improved programs of preventative health measures

for our elder citizens.

C. Development of improved standards of care for the elderly in all

institu';^iono or other facilities deal?.ng with the aged.
^

D* t)evelopment of increased facilities for the care of the elderly in

conva].escent and nursing-type establishments.

E< Development of visiting nvirse service, homemaker service, and other

facilities for the heme care of the elderly.

Tt Development of definitive rehabilitative services for the elderly.

0. Development of educational programs in medical and other, allied,

professional training facilities designed specifically to promote increased

interest in and knowledge of the health problems of o''jr older citizens.

H. Re-evaluation of cunrent retirement and employment policies, on

the basis that much dependency and inability to care for theli* own health needs

has been arbitrarily produced by such pcl-icies, established under different

social conditions, and not allowing for present social conditions.

1. The continued development, where possible, of volvmtary health

insurance programs.

J. Development of coramijinity education programs designed to increase

the awareness of the general problems of the aging, and to restore the basic

dignity of the elderly, with regard to their position in their communities and

their society.
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CORRECTIONS AND ADDENDA: (to the report on General Healths—pages 13
' tHrough 28 of the Report and Recommendations of the Montana Committee on the

Problems of the Aging.

)

5je :5r:Jr:(£** 5j: 5!e ^»}:^c

CORRECTIONS;

1, Page 13, the sentence beginning: "The small Inroads-—" In line fourth
from the bottom should be deleted,

2, Page 18, line 22, the word soon should read long,

3, Page 22, the final paragraph should Include: The Montana Nurses Assoc,

4, Page 25, fourth paragraph. The "case In point," concerning the Billings

man Inadvertently presents an erroneous conclusion. Social Security payments
are affected only by direct earnings, not by pensions. Certain government
pensions, however, are restricted by total income,

ADDENDA:

(Concerning methods of implementing specific recommendations of the Montana
Committee)

I

RECOMMENDATION A:
(Development of broad health education programs)

LEVEL: State and Community

The program implied In this recommendation must necessarily be a long range
one. It should be under the jurisdiction of the office of the State Superintendent
of Public Instruction, The plan being Introduced In Iowa is suggested as a
general guide. Initial outlines for such a program in Montana should be blue-
printed through joint action by:

1, Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
2, Oommlttees from the Montana Education Association
3, Committees from the Montana Medical Assobiation
4, Representatives of other. Indicated, groups—i,e,,

local school boards. Public Health Departments, etc.
The blueprint would then be put Into action as a pilot program in one or more
community school systems with the necessary evaluation methods. The
development of the ' blueprint" and of the pilot programs would require more
effort than financial outlay. If deemed successful and worthy of Inclusion In

the state educational curriculum, the State Legislature would be petitioned.
In the proper manner, to budget this -t^riiu //ic-ju^y-n. .

RECOMMENDATION B:
(Development of improved programs of preventative health measures for our

I
older citizens,

)

LEVEL: State and Community
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In the opinion of the Montana Connnilttee, the framework for Implementing
this recommendation la already existent.

This framework Includes:
1, The Montana Joint Council to Improve the Health Care of

the Aged.
2, Local components of this organization
3, State Department of Public Health
4, Local departments of Public Health
5, Community social service agencies.

Active cooperation In the provision of services by components of the Council
to supplement existent programs budgeted by the Public Health Departments,
should mean further federal or state funds should not be necessary, ShoiM
minimal, additional funds become necessary they should be requested through
County Commissioners, To Illustrate the Intent of this resolution (and there

Is a certain amount of overlapping with other recommendations) the following
needed program could be rather quickly organized. It could be augmented
as experience and need dictates:

1, Special clinic day for the elderly (on basis of need)
through the cooperation of component county medical
societies, with private and county hospitals providing
space and minimal ancillary facilities. Nurse assis-
tance should be on the same basis,

2. Educational programs to include Ipamphlets on general
health care and habits, speakers bureaus for public
health forums, etc.

3, Social service departments should function to make
certain those who need such assistance would obtain It,

4. Volunteer older citizens and/or local service organizations
could furnish staff for clerical anclmechanical aspects of

the program,

RECOMMENDATION C :

(Development of Improved standards of care for the elderly In all Institutions

or other facilities dealing In such care.)

LEVEL: State and Community

This recommendation applies solely to existing facilities. The newly
revised Code for Nursing Homes In Montana has outlined minimal physical
requirements for such establishments. Including personnel. However, the

most modern physical plant becomes little more tiian a dumping ground for
the elderly unless the social spiritual, and recreational requirements are also
met.

The Montana Joint Council to Improve the Health Care of the Aged should
function to bridge this gap. Again, monetary outlay Is not the primary problem.
Needed is Integration and education, through existing facilities, as follows:

1, A concerted teaching and educational effort by the Council
-—In the nature of a standing program—should be Instituted

with the following goals:
a, to Interest dedicated personnel In caring for the

elderly
b, to actively and purposefully Instruct such people
c, to establish, through voluntary community partici-

pation, recreational, social, and religious programs
on a regular and sustained basis,

d, to Improve the quality of Individual physical care
given each patient.
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In larger population centers, where voluntary efforts would be more apt to need
direction to remain active and effective. County Commissioners ahould be
petitioned to budget for a director of ouch actlvUlea* to be responsible to the
Commlsa loners and to be guided by a committee of the Montana Joint Council.

RECOiaMENpATION Dt
(JLie'veiopraeni 6t In •reaoccl faclUtlea for the care of elderly In convalescent and
nursing type establishments.)

LEVEL: Community, County, State, and Federal

The Montana Committee feels* the projected activities of the Montana Joint Council,
as outlined In the preceding recommendation, should also be an Integral part of
the plantiln,':* for any new convale -jcent or nursln;^ home facility. With their
apoclallxed knowledge, members of the Joint Council could render great aaals-
tance to those Individuals or groups contemplating the creation of such facilities,

and to the elderly they would serve. This aaslatance could be either advisory or
active as the Individual situation would dictate.

Undoubtedly the program authorized by Section 292 of the Housing Act of 1959 will

provide stimulus to new conutructlon of such facilities. All such faclUtlea should
be designed specifically for the people and the communities they will serve.

RECOMMENDATION E;
(Development o( visiting nurse services, homemaker services, and similar
programs for Improved home care for the elderly.

)

LEVEL: State and Local Public Health Departments.
Clty-County-State Welfare Departments.

Development and/or expansion of visiting nurse service will probably begin with
community public health departments. However, consider Ing the long ran^o out-
look, many of the larger counties, through their health and welfare departments
may eventually budget for visiting nurse, homemaker, and similar services for
the elderly. Well-documented conservation of funds expended on health services
tlirough the use of such facilities should permit their Inclusion under county authority.

Many elderly citizens In each community could be usefully and gainfully employed as
visiting homemakers, cooks for meals on wheels, etc. This recommendation should
evolve as a community enterprise to sujjplement such facilities provided by dapart-
ments of public health.

RECOMMENDATION F;
Ot^evelopment ot clel'inltiive rehabilitative services for the elderly)

LEVEL: State and Local

Exlctlng and potential facilities, coordinated and fully utilized, could quite
satisfactorily handle most of the problems In Montana. In Montana, rehabilitative
services. In general, are In tlielr relative Infancy. Further Information Is needed.
Logically the Montana Association for Rehabilitation, with the assistance of the
Montana Joint Council, Is In the best position to determine: present and future
needs, existing and potential facilities, and the most propitious methods of devel-
oping an adequate rehabilitation program. Durln.'^ the 1961 year, this Is the Intended
dedication for the Montana Association for Rehabilitation.
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RE ZOWlMENDATION G

;

<L:.trvelopmerit oi' c'Jucnllohal projrMrja in medical and other, allied, profea.s lonal
training facilities, designed specifically to promote Increased Interest In and
knowledge of tlie health problems of our older citizens.

)

LEVEL: Institutional, AMA, and allied professional agencies

The Montana Committee feels the American Medical Association, through Its

various committees dealing with all levels of physician training, should actively
stimulate changes In currlcuU designed to meet the above recommendation.
Other professional associations, touching In any way on the health care of the
aged and aging, should provide similar leadership.

RECOMMENDATION H;
(ke-evaiuaiibn bi' current retirement and employment policies.)

LEVEL: State and Local. Federal?

Employment and retirement policies ultimately become a matter for decision
In Individual Industries. The Montana Committee questions the necessity and
the desirability of federal lav/s dealing with employment and retirement on
the basis of age. Should legislation be required to correct current outmoded
and unrealistic concepts, action at the state level would more accurately
serve the needs of each. Individual state.

There Is a a growing awareness, nationally, that present concepts are outmoded
and unrealistic. Industry surveys, educational programs, end similar measures
should be continued and encouraged at all levels. Projected job openings and
analysis of the labor force to be available to fill them Indicate practical needs
of Industry will favor adoption of fewer restrictions on basis of age,

RECOMMENDATION I;

(Continued development of voluntary health Insurance programs)

LEVEL: Community* Health Insurance Companies, to Include Blue Shield-Blue Cro3i

Protagonists and antagonists of voluntary health Insurance programs present
radically different opinions of the effectiveness of thlameans of meeting a part
of the health, needs of the elderly.

The Montana Comm.ittee submits that Insufficient time has passed for definitive
•valuation. In studies In Montana would Indicate that such programs should be
encouraged. Many Individuals are satisfactorily covered In this way, and pre-
fei It. Many more DO NOT KNOW ABOUT SUCH COVERAGE, but could now
get It at reasonable rates and with satisfactory coverage,

AU ' gencles purveying such coverage should step up their educational program
to uvore adequately Inform the public, on a community to community basis.
Individual ^yslcians should become fully Informed In such matters, that they
might assist their Individual patients in obtaining proper coverage,

RECOMMENDATION J;

(tievetdpment of community education programs designed to increase the
awareness of the general problems of the aging,)

LEVEL: Community





These recommendations, made by the Montana CoiTmittee, are mati, •.••A';f; -.ie

further, general recommendation, that wherever possible, all suc}:^ actlvlt:: r.s be

conducted at the local, community level. Federal f'.mds, where necessary, should

be administered at the local level. The problems, di:"fering from individ-jal to

individual, and from community to community, are best solved on thir;- basl : , It

is otir firm conviction, as individijals and as a Committee, that, while Fe'ieral

assistance may be necessary, Federal control must be avoided.

James A. Sho^ra, (Jhair:7iax.', ^J
-
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REHABILITATION PROBLMS OF THE AGING

MEDICAL REHABILITATION

During the last fifty years the rate of increase of the moinber of persons

sixty-five years and older has been twice that of the population as a whole. In

the nation today persons over sijcty-five years represent &oG% of the population,

where fifty years ago this group represented /|.ol^ of the population^ In Montana

9.4^ of the population is composed of persons sixty-five years and older

„

Because of this rapid lengthening of the life span, all of the needs of older

people have been brought into clear focus o In particulars, the medical care needs

of older people have become an increasing responsibility of those outside the im-

mediate family group.

Terminal and disabling physical conditions have been prevented and post-

poned to contribute to the increasing life span, But^, as the life span continues

to increase, more attention must be given not only to the preventable and postpon-

able aspects of illness and disease, but also to the medical rehabilitation of

aged people whose physical condition will submit to rehabilitation.

As more and more aged people enter hospitals and other facilities which offer

different aspects of medical care, it becomes clearer that it is necessary to help

these people become physically rehabilitated to the extent that they can leave the

remedial care facilities to again live independently in their communities.

As the need for preventive treatment and rehabilitative medical cars for the

aged increases, it is recognized that there is need for more facilities and more

personnel to meet these needs o New fislds of specialisation are developing in

medicine and in therapy in relation to raeetjrg these needs,

Montana must ba prepared to do its part in contributing to the advances in

these new fields of medicine and therapy. Resources can be pointed to even though

they may not be as adequate or as fast -growing as some would hopeo
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In recent years the medical association of the state has developed and active

conmiitte on geriatrics, and has helped to increase the interest of many doctors in

understanding and working with the medical problems of the aged. Hospitals have

established geriatrics wards where space and other facilities have been warranted.

Other hospitals which cannot set aside such wards have improved their general

facilities to the extent that they are much better able to handle both their acute

illness patient and the convalescent patient among the age groupo

More and more nursing homes and personal care homes have opened their doors

in recent years especially to serve the aged« In very recent years insurance com-

panies have made available to the aged, policies which will take care of many of

the medical care needs of older people. All of these resources lead to more med-

ical rehabilitation and, thus, make a continued contribution to the physical com-

fort in people's later years.

Although the reservoir of resources which contribute to medical rehabilita-

tion has become larger, it is not building as fast as the needs of the aged demand.

Not enough medical care is available to older people. Not enough hospitals are

equipped to give the special services needed in geriatrics. Many of the nursing

and personal care homes which have opened in recent years are not suitable as fa-

cilities nor do they have the qualified personnel to meet the needs of the aged.

In general, older people are unable to purchase medical insurance let alone

purchase medical care in the open market. Some of these needs will be met in the

foreseeable future, but many of the needs will not soon be met at all without

drastic changes.

The medical care needs of persons who are not able to purchase them for them-

selves will remain outside of their reach until state statutes are brought up--to~

date to meet the conditions of today rather than the conditions that existed a half

century ago when the statutes were put into the law books.

Just recently, legislation was enacted to provide for standards in relation
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to nursing care and other sheltered facilities o It will take several years, of

course, to develop an adequate number of nursing homes under these new standards,

INDEPENDENT LIVING

We can say with at least some degree of accuracy that today we have some

64,000 persons living in Montana who are sixty~five years of age or older, Ap~

proximately 10^ of this number have applied at employment offices for work, thus

indicating that, for one reason or another, they must supplement what income they

have with something additional. Now, what of the other $(0^ of this groupj how are

they managing, /and what are their problems?

Many of them are faced with serious housing problems, or with grave physical

and mental health factors. But there are some who can be enabled to live a sat-

isfactory and independent life through the provision often time of a relatively

minor service. This would be the group of older people who are suffering from

some type of physical or mental disability which can be either eliminated or

greatly reduced through services of rehabilitation centers and other facilities.

Thus, institutional care for many may be terminated, or even the need for an

attendant's care at home. Dignity and self-respect will be restored to these

people, as they no longer have to depend upon others for even the simple necessi-

ties of life. Some may even profit from vocational rehabilitation services to the

extent that they might become completely independent form a health viewpoint and

become employable once again.

These are some of the results that might be achieved through H, R, 3465 by

Congressman Carl Elliott, Purpose of the bill is to provide rehabilitation poten-

tials and services to handicapped individuals who, as a result thereof^ can achieve

such ability of independent living as to dispense with the need for expensive in-

stitutional care J to assist in the establishment of public and private non-profit

workshop and rehabilitation facilities. For the most part these would be people

who are not now eligible for vocational rehabilitation services due to the sever-
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ity of their disability, advanced age, or other factors o Often their dependency

upon others may be greatly reduced by the provision of a brace of other adaptive

device, therapy in a rehabilitation center or other facility, or perhaps some work

training in a sheltered workshop.

For example let us consider the case of an elderly retired man who is a bi-

lateral leg amputee. He and his vrife own their home, and have sufficient re-

tirement income for the two of them to live comfortably o But, although he had two

good artificial limbs, he is unable to walk or move about, other than in a wheel-

chair. He is almost completely dependent upon his wife for everything he does,

and neither one of them are happy with the situation. Then his doctor referred

him to an out-patient rehabilitation center. Here he received a complete med-

ical, social, and psychological evaluation, and a therapy program was set up for

him. For three months he spent an hour or two a day conditioning the stumps of

his legs, once again learning to balance himself ^ to put on and take off his

appliances, to get in and out of bed and a chair, and finally to ambulate j, to get

up under his own power and go where he wanted to with no help from anybody else.

In that time he really achieved what we would call ''independent living,"

To carry out treatment or therapy programs such as the one just mentioned,

we must have the proper facilities. We need rehabilitation centers and facilities,

we need prosthetic appliance teams consisting of a doctor, a prosthetist, and a

physical therapist to aid the handicapped in being fitted satisfactorily with an

appliance. And we need sheltered workshops vrtierein work capacities of the sever-

ely handicapped can be evaluated and developed, and can also be used in the produc-

tive work in cases vrtiere the handicapped individual is not absorbed in the

competitive labor market.

With the ever increasing group or older workers in our society, and the much

larger group of elderly people who are not possible workers, but who are handi-

capped in some way or other and very dilinitely do have other problems, the im-
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plications nationally for independent living seirvices are tremendous. We could

anticipate that such a progrsun would greatly affect the work load of public and

private welfare agencies, or vocational rehabilitation agencies, and of health

organizations.

SOCIAL SERVICES

Rapid changes have taken place in more recent years which have affected the

aged person in relationship to his own family, to his immediate community, and to

the entire universe in which he operates. The younger members of families no

longer find it possible to provide the full care to the elder members of the fam-

ilies that was the custom a generation or two ago.

Because the older members live so much longer, they expect to remain inde-

pendent to a greater age than was possible in previous years. Aged people now

must plan to live independently of their families even though this may be some-

what distasteful to them.

It cannot be expected that the aged will be able to meet their many needs

without outside help. More and more often this help must now come in the form of

counseling seirvices and in social services. Not only is there a growing community

awareness of these needs, but there has been provision of these services as a

natural outgrowth of several titles of the Social Security Act. The Social Secu-

ity amendments of 1950, 1952, 1954, 1956, and 1958 have made specific mention of

the need for social services to the aged.

In recent amendments to the State Public Welfare Act, the provision of social

services has been made a mandate of the Public Welfare Department. The Public

Welfare Department is not the only medium through which social services and

counseling can be made available to the aged population. Voluntary agencies have

begun to accept a responsibility in this area to the extent that their limita-

tions allow. Churches and those dedicated to the ministerial life are providing

counseling and services in a meaningful manner. Community organizations are spring-
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Ing up to help meet many of these needs.

In many instances, however, aged people are fully able to maintain complete

independence throxigh their later years. The greatest service that can be provided

for this group is to allow them to function independently. There is need for

greater understanding on the part of all people of the problems which must be met

by the aging population. There is need for acceptance on the part of people that

social services for this group are as natural on the part of government as provid-

ing such services as fire protection. There is need for voluntary agencies to

expand their services to the aged to the same degree that voluntary agencies were

developed in the past to provide services for children.

It must be recognized that coxmseling services, casework services and other

related social services must be purchased for the aged group by the earning group.

VOCATIONAL

In 1956 some 3,000 persons became sixty-five each day, and 1,000 persons

sixty-five or over died per day. This means a net increase of 1,000 daily. Yet

6O5S of those over sixty-five received an income of less than $1,000,00 for the

year. They are at once confronted with the problems of securing adequate housing

they can afford, of proper medical and hospital care, of well-equipped rehabil-

itation centers and other such facilities.

And this same group is faced squarely with problems of a vocational nature.

With inadequate retirement income to meet even their minimum needs, more and more

are forced back upon the labor market. Some may have developed highly technical

skills which would enable them to resume satisfactory employment again without too

much difficulty. For others there would be practically no opportunities for a job,

due to many factors - age, health, attitude, lack of skills or training, etc.

These older citizens may well have to depend upon family, private or public re-

sources to supplement their own meager income,
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Yet there is another segment of this same group who not only have a vocational

and employment problem; they still have something to offer and simply need a little

help and understanding from the communityo Perhaps some can become employable with

a sound vocational evaluation, and some brief training. For others, the provi-

sion of a badly needed brace, artificial limb, hearing aid, or wheelchair might

be all that is needed to clear the way. ^

Of inestimable importance in this return to employment by some of our older

workers would be the removal of arbitrarily established ^retirement ages. The se-

lection of sixty-five as the retirement age was a product of the depression era

of the thirties when the emphasis was to make room for younger workers. Now, with

near full employment, why could not this retirement age be abolished? A few states

- Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and New York - have

already done this.

Probably above all we need a solid local organization such as is represented

here today. Our efforts should be combined in establishing a total community

rehabilitation program, for we have the resources at hand. What we do in this

area will be limited only by the work and imagination our leaders wish to exert,

ECONOMIC NEEDS

The problem most common to older people is meeting economic needs. Economic

need would embrace the costs of food, clothing, shelter, utilities, personal

needs, and medical care.

As people live longer, more and more of them out-live their own resources

developed to meet their needs when aged. Families who used to be counted upon to

take over when the resources of the elder members of the family were gone, are

less able and become increasingly less able to take care of these economic needs.

For many years it has been recognized that meeting the economic needs of the

aged is a burden that must be accepted by society. Early in this century states

began to make provisions for their aged populationo The depression of the 1930'

s
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pointed up clearly that the problem was one too large for the states and local-

ities to handle. Recognition that the problem must be met by the entire society

resulted in the passage of the Social Security Act in 1935-

Title I of the Act made provision for assistance to aged people sixty-five

and over through a combined use of Federal, State, and local funds.

Title II of the Social Security Act provided the basic plan under which people

and their employers would jointly contribute to an insurance plan which woiild be

payable after retirement at age sixty-five or older.

In the twenty-five years of the Social Security Act, the insurance program

has progressed to the point where more than 90% of the working population is

covered. Payments in many instances now when retirement age is reached, are suffi-

cient to meet the total needs of covered individuals.

Consequently, there is less and less need for the Old Age Assistance program.

In Montana a high of 12,500 people received Old Age Assistance, Today the re-

cipient load is down to approximately 6,900, This caseload has been decreasing

at the rate of approximately 500 per year for the past several years.

It can be said now that the group needing Old Age Assistance is the residual

group of people who had no OASDI coverage or whose coverage was not adequate to

meet full need. It can be expected that in time OASDI will meet the needs of 90^

of the retired people so that the tax supported program of Old Age Assistance

will be a minor one.

One of the major improvements in the insurance program was the addition of

payments to disabled people age fifty or over. It is expected that this program

will be broadened to cover disabled people under the insurance program regardless

of age.

The great debate of today is whether medical insurance should become a part

of the total Social Security program. For the first time since the passage of the

Social Security Act, Congress is giving full consideration to the passage of med-

ical care insurance laws for the aged,
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September 23, 1960

#

Mr. Francis A. Howard
i'Jestern Life Building
Helena, Montana

Dear Francis:

This is the information requested in your letter of August 16, 1960
to pass on information to William T. Van Orman.

Recommendation No. 1 "The matter of medical care for the aged needs
full exploration at every level of government' indicates in itself
that work should be done at all three levels of government on this
recommendation.

Our second recommendation "Older people need to be informed and
reassured that somewhere medical care and rehabilitation are available
if and when needed ' should be implemented through greater development
of local communications and public relations.

The third recommendation "Locally there should be plans for preventive
and rehabilitative services designed to keep older people out of
costly facilities" calls for local actions for the most part. However,
obviously it will be difficult for most localities to develop such
plans, so local action may well be in the direction of developing
area facilities with, of course, help from State and Federal sources.

Recommendation No, 4 "Convalescent hospitals and nursing homes should
be equipped with rehabilitation facilities to help older people return
to their ovn homes." Since these facilities exist in few localities
this again would be a development arising out of a combination of many
groups working together and calling upon resources at every level of
government

,

The fifth recommendation "Social services should be available to older
people who anticipate or who have medical problems as a help in making
total plans to meet these problems." Primarily these services should be
developed within local departments of public welfare. Since this has the
support Of national legislation, there is already considerable impetus





Mr. Francis Howard • 2 • September 28, 1960

toward th« development of thsse services.

The sixth recommendation "There should be refresher training and
rehabilitation courses for older workers out of the labor market but
in need of a Job." This responsibility should be divided among many
agencies, some of them Federal, some State, and some local.

Recotmnendat Ion No. 7 "Adult education classes could be established to
give courses that would help older people re-achieve independent living"
would call for action at both State and local level; mainly involved
would be the educational systems.

The eighth recommendation "Further study of the need for speeding the
legislative processes to achieve a national program of independent
living" is one which first needs initiatory activity at the national
congressional level.

The ninth recommendation "There should be sheltered workshops where
elderly people can participate in useful work activities for therapeutic
values, rather than for income purposes" is something that should be a
responsibility Of each locality.

Very truly yours,

STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE

V. A. Burr, Director
Division of Public Assistance
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The matter of medical care for the aged needs full exploration at every

level of government.

2. Older people need to be informed and reassured that somewhere medical
care and rehabilitation are available if and vrtien needed,

3. Locally there should be plans for preventive and rehabilitative services
designed to keep older people out of costly medical facilities,

4. Convalescent hospitals and nursing homes should be equipped with re-
habilitation facilities to help older people return tc their own homes,

5. Social semrices should be available to older people who anticipate or who
have medical problems as a help in making totals plans €b meet these problems,

<S, There shotild be refresher training and rehabilitation courses for older
workers out of the labor market but in need of a job.

7. Adult education classes could be established to give courses that would
help older people re-achieve independent living,

8. Further study of the need for speeding the legislative processes to

achieve a national program of independent living,

9. There should be sheltered workshops where elderly people can participate

in useful work activities for therapeutic values, rather than for income purposes.

Report submitted by

V, A. Burr, Director
Division, of Public Assistance
Montana Department of Public Welfare

Glerm"A, Lockwoodj Director
Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation
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EMPX'aaigtn' PROEigyrs of oldsr vomsBB

I. THE PfiOBIEMS

Older workers who are seeMng employment begin to have difficulties when iik^y

reaeh age k^. For women, the problaas begin as early as age 35. ^le problems arise

because many employers arbitrarily set a top age limit on the people they hire.

In a survey §onducted W tlie U. S. l)ep^rtment of Labor, the main reasons given

for not hlidng older workers wgr§ tas follows in prder of frpqjiencys

1. Cannot maintain noimal production standards - teo slow.

2. Cannot meet company physical .reqiiirepents - lack strengths
endurance, health, not able tc pass physical examination.

3. Too set in their ways - resist change or supervision, will
not accept new ideas.

k. Pension costs would increase due to age.

5. Would be absent from work more than youjoger workers.

6. Would have more acei(|§nts and raise liability rates.

It was said that the upper age LiiEits set ty employers for hiring workers

were arbitrarily determine^. This statement is tnjie because the facts do not hear

out this deteimlnation. It is % fact that the reasons usually given for not hir-

ing older worke s could apply to certain Individual older workers, who have some

disability or lack of education and certain types of experience. But, the same

can be said of individuals in the age graap from 20 to k^. To arbitrarily apply

i-.he negative reasons to the whole group of workers in middle age or older is a

I'alse assumption.

To find out whether this assumption wais false or true, the National Associa-

tion of Manufacturers, =fehe National Office ?«anagement Association, McGraw-Hill

Publishing Company (Business Week), the Unii'-ersity of Illinois and the U. S.

Department of Labor sent inquiries to hundreds of employers in all types of in-

dustry. The employers replied overwhelmingly that the over-40 employee was
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equal or superior to other workers in attendance, safety records, work attitude,

loyalty to company, dependability, response to supervisor and getting along with

others. The replies with regard to lateness and turnover were likewise in favor

of the older worker. The National Association of Manufacturers survey was pointed

toward productivity of the older worker when compared with yoiinger workers. Re-

plies were received from 3*800 companies and the composite result revealed that

92.75^ of the over i^O workers were equal to or better than younger workers in pro-

duction. These findings answer most of the reasons given by employers for not

hiring older workers, but there are still two reasons for which no contradictions

have been given, namely, lack of physical strength to do the job and the cost of

pensions and retirement plans.

Practically all retirement pensions today are based on the salary of the

en^loyee and the length of time contributions are made by either the employer,

the employee or both. An older worker will be with the employer a shorter length

of time and thus cost less. Very few of the pension plans have cost based on

age of the employee. In those few the additional cost, if any, is more than

offset by the gains made by hiring an experienced, steady, reliable and pro-

ductive employee.

As for older workers having the physical strength to do most kinds of work,

it doesn't take a circus strongnan to drive a truck, to be a salesman, to work

in a store, to be a bookkeeper, to be a machinist or even a warehouseman. Labor

saving machinery such as hydraulic lifters, overhead cranes and tracks and motor-

ized trucks have eliminated most of the need for a strong back. There isn't ten

per cent of the jobs in the country that require any marked degree of physical

strength in this modem day.

Why then, with the facts of life being as they are, do many employers persist

in being reluctant to hire the older worker? It is a carry-over from the past.
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A cut-off age of k^ or even 35 seemed reasonable in I9OO when the average life ex-

pectancy of man was only U6 years. Their policies ceirtainly do not mesh with the

situation in I96O when the average life expectancy of man is 67 and 73 years for a

woman. Today with a labor force of about 73 million in the country, 27>900,000 or

one-third is over 45 years old; it is hardly realistic to expect all of the jobs

in the country to be filled by only two-thirds of the workers.

By 1970, or during the next decade, seme startling developments will take

place in the composition of the four major age groups of workers. It is expected

that the working pppulation will increase 20f> and reach 87 million. There will be Ik

million more people working or seeking work. But the increases will not be the same

in 6lL1 age groups. By far, the greatest increases will be in the workers under 25

and those over 45. The under 25 group will increase 6,k million or nearly half of

the total increase. The workers over 45 will increase nearly as much as 5 '5 million.

These two groups will account for 11.9 million of the expected Ik million total in-

crease. Workers from 25 to 34 will increase only 1,8 million and there will be an

actual decrease in the number of workers from 35 to 44 by 200,000. The big Jump in

younger workers under 25 is due to the very high birth rates in the late 40's. The

large increase in workers over 45 is the result of greater longevity, which is en-

larging the older segment of the population at a rapid pace. The small increase in

the 25 to 44 group is due to the low biz^di rates in the depression of the 30 's and

the casualties of World War II. (See Table A)

This changing labor force picture should have a marked influence on the hiring

practices of all employers. The smart enrployer is going to begin to use the avail-

able older workers and he is probably not going to be so pixjne to retire workers

who can still produce valuable services to his business. If employers do not change

their hiring practices and still insist on hiring only the misnamed "cream of the

crop" group between 25 and 44, they will find that there are not enough of such
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workers to fill their jobs.

THE MONTAM PROBIJBM

Nov let us see how this prohlem of restrictive hiriiig, which makes it difficult

for older workers to obtain eOTployment, operates in Montana.

On June I5, i960, the Montajm State Employment Service requested its 22 local

employment offices to make a survey of the job openings which were listed with them

on that day to deteimine how many of the job openings had upper age restriction which

would prevent older workers from being hired. On that da^, the offices had J^k Job

openings listed. Of that number, 285 or kyfo of the openings had some sort of re-

strictive age limits. In 203 of "blie openings, employers wo\ild not hiare anyone over

1+5, and 120 of the openings had to be filled by job applicants under 35. The largest

number of restrictions were not in laboring jobs or construction work, where these

might be expected, but in clerical work, sales jobs and service occupations in which

mature workers with ejcperience and stability would jaaturally contribute more. Montana

employers, too, have outmoded unrealistic hiring policies. (See Table B)

The Bureau of the Census made an estimate of the number of workers over k^ in

Montana in 1955. /Kifi figures for the I960 census are not yet available, but apply-

ing the previous percentages to the population count of this spring, Montana has

88,660 persons in the labor force who are over k3 and 16,900 of these who are either

working or seeking work are over 65. If Montana's pop\ilation increases at the same

rate that it did in the past ten years, by 1970, we will have just over 100,000 of

our citizens who are in the labor market over 45 years of age. (See Table C)

From the reports of the Montana Regional Conferences, it would appear that em-

ployment of older workers is not much of a problem in the rural agricultural counties.

It was reported from a mmiber of such co\mties that the older age group usually

were only semi-retired from fanning and ranching activities and put in as much time

working on their former farms as they desire. Even in the smaller towns of the
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state the employment probl' ras of older people was not reported to be extensive . It

can be concluded that in the small coiraminities everyone knows everyone and employers

know the capabilities of s\ich older persons who want to work and hire on the basis

of ability and not age.

In the large cities, the State Employment Service reports the situation regard-

ing restrictive hiring is a serious deterrent to finding employment for older workers.

Men of k^ or over are not wanted by over kO^ of the employers and women over 35 are

in the same predicament. From surveys conducted, the most serious conditions are

existent in the largest cities of Billings, Butte and Great Falls. In all three

of these cities, nearly one-third of the job seekers in the Employment Offices are

older workers and the offices are able to place only about 20^ of them in jobs be-

cause of age restrictions. Unemployment rates for older workers due to seasonal

fluctuations of the labor demand are no higher than for younger workers but the

older workers stay vuiemployed longer because they have fewer chances for re-employ-

ment due to the age restrictions. (See Table C)

II. RESOURCES

The principal governmental resource for assistance to older workers in finding

employment is the Montana State Employment Service and its 22 local offices through-

out the State. In 1956, the Bureau of Employment Security in the U. S. Department

of Labor became fully aware of the problems of the older worker and set up an Older

Worker Division to give special attention to a solution of restrictive hiring practices

The State Employment Services are 100^ supported by federal funds supplied by the

Bureau and all states were requested to train their local office personnel to give

older workers preferential treatment in employment counseling and assistance in job

finding. A small amount of money was allocated to provide for an Older Worker

Specialist in each state and for training Specialists in all local employiii.ent offices.

Numerous pamphlets and publicity stories have been released since 195^ to make
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employers aware of the fact that they are missing out on about one-third of the avail-

able workers if they restrict their hiring to younger job applicants. When job

openings, with age restrictions, are listed by an employer, if the local employment

office has an older worker who can fully qualify for the openings, the employer is

encouraged to interview the older worker first before he talks to younger applicants.

By this technique many more older workers aire placed in employment than by adhering

strictly to the restricted age limit in referring applicants for interview.

In seme parts of the country, various service clubs provide various types of

assistance to encoTirage employers to hire older workers. There has been little of

this done in Montana.

Trained employment counselors in the Employment Service offices are available

to counsel older workers on their employment problems and help them understand their

abilities in relation to job opportunities.

The Montana Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation has various services which can

increase the employability of older workers. This is explained in Report on Re-

habilitation.

III. CURREITT AND FUTURE KEEPS

The greatest need is for an extensive educational program to bring the facts and

figures to the attention of employers. Surveys from many sources have shown that

older workers are equal to or superior to younger workers in most jobs and positions.

Older workers bring e:q)erience, stability and judgment to jobs, and their production i

just as good as younger workers to at least age 55. Every Regional Conference high-

lighted the need for older people to keep up their interest in life and what goes

on about them and to keep active. Employment is the solution for many of them. A

compulsory retirement age cuts off many capable en^jloyees who want to continue work-

ing. It is hard to understand the attitude of some employers whose policies are to

have a good productive worker one day and the next day, because of a birthday, the
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workers "become senile or superannuated. Enrployers need to know that the supply of

workers In the "cream of the crop" ages from 25 to kk is Just not going to be avail-

able witMn the next few years,. All of these facts need to be forcibly impressed

on employers by word of mouth, news outlets, local ccsnmittees on aging, service

clubs and every means available. It is not charity to hire older workers - it is

just plain good business.

Both the State Employment Service and the Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation

could give much better individualized service to older workers if these agencies

had additional personnel and time to devote in that dii-ection. Being public supported

agencies, it is necessary to dismonstrate the value of such an activity before money

is forthcOTiing to enlarge operations. This creates a paradox because without addi-

tional personnel the Job cannot be adequately done. The situation is probably best

handled by the agencies themselves doing the best they can and relying on accumiilated

results to prove their needs.

IV. RECOMMEHDATIONS

1. State, area and local committees on aging assist the public agencies in

the education of employers in the logic and value of hiring new employees

on the basis of ability without regard to age.

2. Service clubs and otlier civic organizations to encourage forums on em-

ployment for older vorkers.

3. Continuing distribution of available and new pamphlets and material on the

value of older workers to employers.

k. The State Employment Service and the Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation

arrange their operation to give increased emphasis and effort to the em-

ployment problems of che older worker.

5. All interested parties dispell the following myths and hammer home the

following facts:
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TJie MoTitaam Committee on tho Problems of the Aging for tlie

THr. IloNOi?Ani E. J. H'uv.o Ar;oNSON

SROPKRI B. Rl. n ROSON

Hr M.NA. M' ^ : Am

hite Hous'^ Conference

on Agin^; in 1961

Ralph C. Knoblock
VICF-CHAIRMAN AND sr:CMETAFIY

westfrn life building

Hfilena, Montana

Mrs. Gladys Knowles
member nationalaovisorv committee

Billings. Montana

August 26, 1960

Dr James H. Shown
Great falls

Mr. Lewis G. Lansing
HEI MIA

Mr. LtiF Frfdericks
HELIiNA

Mr. Vivian Burr
Helena

Dr. Robert J. Sphatt
Warm Sprimgs

Mr O. a. BEr<GESON
Dill,ON

Dr. E. O. Bratsqerg
KALI3PEI.I-

Mrc. Don McLaughlin
Butte

Mr. L. a. Christenson
Cut Dank

Rev. Msgr. D. B. Harrington
Hklena

Dr. Jess T. Schwidde
Billings^'. A. Atkinson
ML-'iOULA

Dr. David T. Bero
Helena

Mr. Louis W. Wurl
Warm Springs

Mr. Richard Lubben
BoZEMAN

Mr. '•'illiam T. Vim Oiaanj Regional RepresGntfttivc
Prorr:;'" on Afinp.

iioom b*"'!

621 17th Street
Dem'er 2, Colorado

Dear Mr, Van Orraan,

Chairr'\'!;n "noblock o.f the Ilontena Copxiitloc on ?ro'olc;.-.c of ths

Af^inp; haa asked no to advi.se you o.f r.'hnt levels tho recomv^Gnde-

tions on Frnplor/rent Problems of thf^ Apinr should b*^ ccrried out.

As vDu lono'-r, ernplo;mcnt problEmr! of the p' Ir^ stem prfncipelly
from or.riloj''cr Rttltudes, The;? arbltrerJ.] 7 .^et er\ n[;o lidt on
new oriployc?g vxhcn they hire, vrhich eliin:? -ate,? the porsibillty
of older workers finclinE fcinful employrrent. They alro 3rbitr.7r-

ily retire workers s.t £ fixed ape rec^i^l.oss of ability to do

the jobs.

Attitudes, which are general throv,' bout the country, require
educational efforts at -ill levels - federal, atnte and local.

Considerable pror ress has been made by the Bureau of TTiployment

Security and its affiliated state employment services since
19$6 when the Older Worker Prorran '-Tas started. But the si'r-

.f -ice has barely br;en scr'^tched even thou:^h inuch effort has been
expended at federal, state end local levels, f'nch more could
be done if suf.ficient personnel time ''as avfilable.

The Employment Service is 100%' federally supported by Con, res-
sional appropriations. For tho past three years, the Montana
State !?imployiRent Service has received funds to pay for only
one-half of one person's time to be devoted specifically to the
Older >Torker Pror ra-n. It is x'idiculous to expect freat pro; ress
through our agency under these circumst/mcc-s. Reg£rdlest- of the
allocation, our persomiel have expended at least ten tijnes the

a'-nount actually given us by "stealing" time from other pro. rams.
Even the Bureau has eliminated a staff position vrhich was set up
to administer the Older VJorker Program, So there is rauch that
can be done at the federal level.
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If it is possible to maintain octivo state and local coiirdttees on
problens of tho acinc to co-operata vrith and assist public afencies
in chcnpinc erployer attitudes, a great deal could be nccornplishcd.
The influence of friends, neichbors and customers in matters "hich
can be localised end individualized is of rmch more value and cicnifi-
cance than { enoralized statements and propG(;anda isEued by others.

In conclusion, interested parties at all laurels can be of assistance
in encouraf-ing employers to hire vrorkcrs on the basis of ability td.th-

out reryrd to aj-c«

Sincerely yours.

Letds C, Ijsnsint;

cci Francis Ifo^-rard, Vice Chairman
^' ^festern Life
Helena, Hontana





MYTHS
Reasons Employers Give for Not
Hiring Older Workers.
1. They are too slow and cannot

meet production requirements.

2. They cannot meet the physical
demsmd of the jobs.

3. They lack the skills and flexibility
to meet changing job conditions.

k. Hiring them greatly increases
Pension and Insurance costs.

FACTS
As Determined by Labor Department
and other Studies.
1. Studies of age and perfonnance

in 8 plants show no significant
decline \mtil after age 55 and
then only a small drop and wide
variation in individual output
in all a^e groups,

2. Extensive job analyses shows
only lk% of jobs require great
strength and heavy lifting.
Among older job seekers, 5 of 6

"

had no vocational handicap for
Jobs for which they qualified.

3. Thorough evaluations of older job
seekers' characteristics shows a
high proportion with skills and
considerable flexibility in
accepting change in industry,
occupation and earnings.

h. A distinguished group of experts
report that under pension and
insurance plans most prevalent
today there is no significant
increase in costs for new hires
of older workers.

RIPE ON THE BASIS OF ABILITy, WITHOUT REGARD TO AGE

Sub-Committee on Employment

^JiA^j-x^ 7' ^^
Lewis G. Lansing

Glenn 0. Loc
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TABLE C

MONTANA

LABOR FORCE I96O

Age

1^5 - 61^

Over 65

Over U5

LABOR FORCE 1970

Age

U5 - 6k

Over 65

Per cent
of Total

27.65^

6.3i>

ESTIMATED TOTAL - 260,000

Number
Over k^

71,760

16,900

88,660

ESTIMATED TOTAL - 29^,000

NumlDer

Over k3

8l,llfU

19,110

100, 25U

***************************

Montana State Employment Service Operation for Year Ending June 30, 196O:

Total Jobs Filled - All Ages 75,092

Work Applications - Over Age U5 10, 35'^-

Female 2,5^+3

Jobs Filled by Over k^ Workers 6,960
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TABLE A

OLDER AND YOUNGER WORKERS WILL ACCOUNT FOR MAJOR SHARE

OF CHANGES IN WORKING POPULATION

IN THE UNITED STATES

THERE WILL BE: i960
(Millions)

CHANGE i960 to 1970
1970 Nunibers

(Millions) (Millions) Per cent

Many More Young
Workers Under 25 13.8 20.2 e.k U6

A Relatively Small
Increase Among
Workers 25-3^

15.3 17.1 1.8 12

Actually Fewer
Workers Age 35-^^ 16.6 l6,k .2

Larger Numbers of
Older Workers 27.9 33. 1^ 5.5 20

73.6 87.1
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REPORT OH RECREATION

The word "recreation" as termed in Webster's Dictionary means: refresh-

ment after toil, amusement, the act of recreating anew or a new creation. In re-

garding this definition in relation to our subject of Senior Citizens, it seems to

me that refreshment after toil is certainly applicable after a lifetime of

toil. In further relationship, the texnx could aJ.so be interrelated to mean creat-

ing anew a new life for the Senior Citizen.

This process of creating anew should be a continual one actually it

should be sparked from parents and schools alike during the growing periods of life.

Personalities should be attxmed to the necessity for curiosity and interest in life

and pointed toward active rather than passive activity. Thus, the tiransition from

an active and productive life during the normal working years would be a much

simpler process. The "catalyst" for happiness woiild be "built in".

However, this is not the case at the present time. Our society, until

the past decade, has been able to cope with the problems of the older citizens.

Mother and Father had been adopted and adapted to the yovmger families. (The

preceding statement is, of course, a generalization as memy families enjoy such a

sitviation. ) At that time there were always chores for Mother to perform around

the house. There were chores for Father. They were busy. Now, in our mechanized|

living the picture has changed. The modem housewife has dishwashers, washing

machines, clothes dryers, etc. None of the menial tasks are left beyond the touch

of electricity. Too, homes are smaller and more compact. These are a few of the

reasons for change. The human element and the difference between generation, too,

is a large factor in happiness for the younger family and for the Senior Citizen.

In a situation where two generations are concerned, and this is usually three

generations, many emotional factors are involved.
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In delving truthfully into my ovn mind to find reason for my Interest in

Gerentology I find that one of my reasons is a selfish one preparation for the

inevitable within myself. But, from this attitude also stems another which is to

help other people to understand and to promote and help others to take an interest.

The underlying spark vas created in my childhood hy my Grandmother who vas to 8,11

who knew her the epitamy in life after seventy. She lived twenty-six productive

years after that age. She had toured the United States thirteen times, some of

these by riverboat and covered wagon. She taught kindergarten, school and music

and was very active in community affairs. She was a giver of herself

which to me is the secret of happiness. Not only is this true in one's younger

years and middle aged years, but having developed this spirit is conducive to many

continued years of contentment.

Someone once told a joke about a visitor who asked a little boy how old

hi was. He answered, "That is hard to say. Sir. According to my latest §ehp©i

test! I have a phychological age of 11 and a moral age of 10. But, I auppeae^

you're referring to my chronological age. That's 8 but nobody pay§ i^^y attentioi

to that eyoyroore.

fhie might be true of the yoimger generation but it is at th@ age of 65

that statiitles are the bitter fact. It needn't be so. This is vhei^ the field

of Recreation plays so vital a part in the lives of those who ar§ eve? siicty-five.

It Is at this tlffl^ that a person has time to do all of the things that he or she

has longed to do all of their lives and the time when life eaa fe§ rewarded to its

fullest with busy and creative lives. It is our duty to light tfee spark which may

or may not lie dormaat*

Through the itudy which has been goiiig on in Mestaaa because of the

Grovemor's Conference on Aging, our citizens have fQijmd that Recreation for our

Senior Citizens is sadly laekinif It is throu^ this Study of a new subject that
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Montana looked at itr.elf through the eyes of the Aging. In Cascade Coimty, this

problem has been felt and steps have been taken to help. Thoy have organised a

50 Plus Club vhich began in 195^* It is under the supervision of the Eecreation

Department and boasts 35O members. Its grovth has been fabulous, its members

enthusiastic. Mr. Fowell's report is stimulating in the field of Recreation.

Similarly, a project has been started in Silver Bow County. I would like

to go into detail on this project as I have been quite close to it. This Clu^ >ra,s

organized in October of 1959 at the YMCA (by the way, Dr. Sb.o\m of Great Falls was a

great help.) At that time, there were four who cane ^,0 the meetings. Now this

membership has risen to 71 members and the number is rising every month. The Senior

Citizens Club, as it is called elects their own officers which include a President,

Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer. They call each of the members for each of

their semi-monthly meetings. They have planned and enjoyed field trips and picnics

together. The Junior League of Butte sponsored this project and they are helping

the club by donating refreshments at each of the meetings. The YMCA has very kindly

donated the use of their bowling alleys in the winter time. The Senior Citizens

thought that a shuffle board would be a fine addition and so with the help of Mr.

Grimm, the YMCA Manager, as to suitable location, it was located on the third floor

gym of the YMCA. The men from the club laid the plajis and painted the area. The

League donated the paint and the shuffle board set. Next year, they have many en-

1;husiastic plans which include cards, lectures on various subjects, such as Social

Security, Health, Music and many others. They are, also, interested in skits and

drtvma which they are planning for next year. This Club, as you can see, is obviously

still in the beginning stages but the need has proved itself. They are a very in-

terested and united group.

In reading other information which has been brought to my attention, it

1b the firm belief of medical men that activity is the key to the Senior Citizens'
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life. Dr. Ifeurice Linden, Director of the Division of Mental Health in Philrdolphia

estimates that people over 65 occupied, in 1959^ one-third of the 750,000 mental

hospital heds in the United States and that in addition to these 250,000 aged,

there are U50,000 in nursing homes and homes for the aged. He i-epoi'ted that the

aged number Uo percent of all admissions to mental institutions in 1958^ on increase

from the 25 percent for the 11 years previously. Dr. Spratt, of Warm Springs, stated,

in addressing the Miles City Conference, that here in Montana ve are close to the

national mean average which in I960 is 33*5 percent. In hearings "before the Senate,

Dr. Linden stated that much can he done to help these patients and that there is a

special need of volunteer and community services for these patients.

In a paper on Recreation, it \ia.s suggested that the older Citizens could

do much within the community and feel that they are needed. There are many

community services -vftiich they could render. For instance - helping to stuff envel-

opes, helping in the Cancer office, helping to repair toys for the needy children

at Christmas and so on. These are hut a few of the opportunities within the

community. There are few people who volunteer hut there are memy who are happy to

serve if they are hut asked.

Further education in the Arts should he presented within communities.

These progi-ams should he set up at a time when it is convenient for the older citizen.

They should he included, as illustrated in Great Falls, as part of Recreational

Programs as a -vAiole which are set up within communities.

Youth of today should he made aware of the vast need as to qualified

personnel in this line of work and encouraged to specialize in this field. With pro-

per facilities and with the "spark", which is ever present, the Senior Citizen could

find a ^ole new world in creative productivity and leisure-time happiness.

In closing, I woiild like to point out that in most of the Conferences

held, it was felt lahat these services should he the outgro-vrth of programs set up
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fiecommendations from the

or

Basically, is is reconriiaended by the JtatG ^Gcreation Coi'it-iitteo

on i'-iUbLiM'io Oi^' 'illi. AGIuG that ench cormnmaty bo rcsponoible for
the xieeds of its ovm 3eaior Citizen, ;ach coraniunity by virtue
of its i'ioof^rnphy nnd industry has necessarily its own basic
strtistics wliich can be satisfied by the comaiunities ovm per-
sonal interest.

These netids could be satisfied by:

1, Senior Citizen Centers

Those may be simple or l.t'Vish as the comirranity desires.
The rcain object is to create an otmosphere v;hereby the
Senior Citizen may raeet and enjoy people his or her ovm age
and ;vho have corrn ion intorests and pro olems. These should
be set up v.dth active , reather than passive, activity in
rtiind.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Homemaker oervices

These could be set up within tlie coronunity to help the
oenior Citizen v/ho is not able to cope with housekeeping^.
Other Jenior Citizens v;ho are able should be encoura,';;ed to
do this sort of thing. One of the basic needs of tiie

iJenior Citi7,en seei'is to be created because of the lack
of responijibility. This sort of service is constructive
and therapeutic in that the Homemaker is /••ivin.r and the
person receivin,^ is viede happier because o± a burden
bein.:;; lifted v/hich has been ."lore tl:at he or slie could
cope vdth,

i!.ncoura'-e tiie Senior Citiztn to take advanta -e of the
O'vportuniticss for furtiicrin;^; their education by uoin-; the
facilities already available within their ov/n consriunity.

i^ncoura :e Civic Leaders to call upon the .senior citizen
to iielp viitii various drives lield wititin the community,
i-.any are v/illin^'; helpers if but c; lied uuon,

.;incoura'';e Ccnior wit.'. sens to call u;;on the sick in
;vursin,' Lo.ies, Just a visit of a f jv/ iain.tes can bri nten
the day for many of tiieae patients,

ill•ncoura,^;c coin lUrdties to make day cariijis avril-'ide lor
outings for tiie ocnj.or ! iti'/oas. These cou.d ,.osoi.jly wc
'Jirl Jcout Ca.'ips etc, vniicii are 'jeiierally used ior Oaly
oae month of tiiC year.





within the individual coniraunitles themselves, as an overall program vould not meet

the needs of specific communities. Because of the geographical and diversified

industriei:^ in Montana, the protlems in each community axe necessarily different.

As the old c,'j3 group of today cannot be considered a homogeneous group,

so the characterisitics of the aged of the future cannot be considered the same as

those of today. There will be a constantly changing picture. As time passes, those

who reach 65 will probably have better economic security, health and housing and be

better adjusted to retirement living. If we meet our responsibilities now in pre-

paring the aged of the future for satisfying free time aS^tivities, we will alleviate

many of the leisure-time problems of today's senior citizens. If we do not concern

ourselves with the future, the present situation will be with us always.

COMMITTEE ON RECREATION -

NNK<^-^(r^^VC\>^}^g^^e^^V^^

Mrs. Don McLaughlin

REPORT ON MENTAL HEALTH

Emotional difficulties prevade every area of study that the Montana

Committee on Problems of the Aging iias undertaken. Although mental health, as a

specific area, was only referred to infrequently in the six Regional Conferences on

the Problems of the Aging, it, nevertheleas, is basic to all areas. Since the

mental and emotional disturbances are often relatively mild, they are handled by the

family physician and so remain under the category of general health. We must, how-

ever, consider the total man - his mental and physical being. If, as Dr. Shown has

said, "the aged person is made something less than a first-class citizen, then truly
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our society Is making emtionally crippled persons of our senior citizens."

In the xoBLiy instances vdiere psychiatric help is needed, we find in Montena

rather limited resources for the arming person.

MEHTAL HEALTH RES0UBCK5;

The individual and the manner in vdiich he perceives himself is the first

resource. His ovn interests, aptitudes, strengths and veeknesses must "be assessed

and utilized effectively. The family, he it a single partner, or a large family con-

stellation, is the next possihle resov-rce. We generally expect that eill efforts vill

be expended to solve prohlems on this level - this includes the local resources, such

as, the family physician, social vorker, clergyman, public health nurse and other

mental health oriented persons, who might he available in a given area.

As the mental and emotional problems increase in severity, the treatment

facilities become proportionately less available. There are only a few psychiatrists

in private practice in Montana. The cost of prolonged treatment is prohibitive

for many retirees, and often the prognosis is not encouraging. Should hospitaliza-

tion be required, the psychiatric wards in the general hospitals in Montana are not

only extremely ."'imited in number, but these sought-after beds are often needed for

the more acute (and younger) cases. Few communities have adequate facilities for

the care and treatment of the aging psychiatric case and most small communities

tave no facilities for the person whose illness has progressed to the degree where

he cannot remain in the home, the local general hospital or the local nursing home.

As the persons' illness reaches the stage of chronicity, the problem increases,

since ad.eq\xate nursing homes are not avaiia.ble.

With inadequate facilities and resourcej? available on the local community

level, the tendency is to consider the larger centers. At this point, people begin

to look for county or state facilities. The Home for the Aged in Lewistown is looked

upon as the answer in many instances -vAiere county facilities are inadequate. Here
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ve see the sick person being removed farther and farther from his family and his

home community. There is increasing dependency upon the State to take over the re-

sponslMlity of the smaller communities.

Montana State Hospital and the Mental hygiene Clinics, \diich make up the

Department of Mental i^giene, are overburdened sources. Although Mental Ifygiene

Clinics are located in four of the larger cities in Montana, the tremendous demands

placed upon them by the more acutely ill persons, severely limits the niimber of

patients they can see. Since much of the clinic work is of a coimsellng and evalua-

tion nature, the facilities for treatment of the aging person ai^ again not complete.

It is unfortiinate that the State Hospital must be considered as one of the

major resources for the elderly, emotionally upset person. Over 500 persons, or

33*5 percent of the total population of Montana State Hospital, are over 65 years of

age. Many of these older individimls could remain in their local communities if

there vere adequate niirsing or rest heme facilities.

One of the principle problems that State Psychiatric Hospitals, all over

the country have to face, is the lack of adequate facilities. This is only a part

of the problem. It is not therapeutically soimd to have aging persons, -vAio have

spent their productive years in the various communities throughout Montana, vho have

contributed to and been a part of these commianlties , suddenly uprooted, taken many

many miles from home and placed in a large institution -where they are separated

from their homes, friends, neighbors and communities. Only a relatively small per-

centage of these aging patients can be motivated to develop new interests in these

strange surroundings. Again, it -woiHd seem that facilities on the local community

level would be a more adequate ansT-Ter to the care of the older person with emotional

difficulties.

In educating our population to the aging problems, the assistance rendered

by the Montana Association for Mental Health, in its attempts to promote mental
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health for the aging, should not he overlooked.

It becomes rather apparent that, -vftil.le Montana does have some limited re-

sources in the area of mental health, they are extremely inadequate, particularly in

the local community level.

MENTAL HEALTH NEEDS:

Although few mental health needs vere directly referred to in the six

Regional Conferences, hy implication there vere many. It might he time that if all

of the prohlems of general health, employment, housing, rehabilitation, education

and recreation were adequately resolved for aging persons, the mental health problem

wovild be less severe. However, this is not reality and to be mentally healthy, we

must be realistic. Prevention would be ideal and we imist continue to use this

positive approach.

As Dr. Shown stated, "we must develop a positive attitude toward aging."

Several other physicians have related that aging is a process that begins at birth and

continues throughout life. An attitude of rejection on the part of the aging person

of himself and his contemporaries, as well as rejection by other age groups in our

society, develop feelings of worthlessness that undermine mental health.

The wide range of armaments from positive attitudes to the skill of the

geriatrics specialist, have all been expressed as needs for promoting mental health

among the aging in Montana. Since it is easier for most persons to think in terms

of facilities, perhaps this has been stressed most in the workshops. The need for

more adequate nursing home facilities has been nentioned repeatedly. No one can

deny this need. However, if more acceptance and affection could be demonstrated to-

ward people in their later years, the need for nursing homes and other larger in-

stitutions would be reduced considerably.

Additional Jiental health counselin:g services, such as might be available
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in psychiatric clinics, are needed. More emphasis on, education to the aging pro-

cess, is considered a mental health as veil as an educational responsihility. En-

couraging more mature persons to maintain social contacts, or increase them, as the

years go by, the necessity of doing meaningful things and "being a contributing mem-

ber of society, are essential needs for aging persons -who are to retain a healthy

attitude. It vas often indicated that the aging, as veil as all other age groups,

must have a feeling of being wanted and needed, if life is to have meaning. The .

personal satisfaction derived from developing interests in later life, rather than

losing them, adds much to each person's positive mental health.

These were needs that vere repeatedly expressed in the regional con-

ferences. Often they vere couched in different terms, but their significance vas

emphasized by repetition. Participants felt, that constructive changes in any of

the areas considered contributed to the mental health of the aging.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

In making a determined effort to maintain an adequate degree of mental

health among our aging population, it is imperative that our society, starting

with the basic unit of the family, endeavor to instill in the present and future

generations, affection, acceptance and understanding of their elders. It is fur-

ther necessary that ve provide meaningful roles and opportunities for the aging,

thereby, giving them the earned right to retain their position as first-class

citizens.

More specifically, the recommeiadationB that have come from the six

Regional Conferences are:

1. That each person, with his particular proTslems be considered as an

individual; who to be mentally healthy, must retain his identity.

2. Serious efforts be made to first care for the demonstrated needs on

the local level.
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Aug* 26t 1960

Reglenal Roprcaentative
pfogra'a on Ac^ng, Hckki 551
621 - 17th Strcot
DeTwsr 2, Colorado

Dear Or* Von Qnsont

o
since wo feel that by* becoralns too agonoy Bi^clflo vra. run tho rlok of i»e-

leaalne Individual reoponnibllity, thla roviow %dll cont;iin littlo roforonco to
special R^cncioa or dopartmonto* HoMovcr» wo do feel that tho level of icjplo-

stantation has be«n indicated*

In roforonco to tho aix rocosacndationD taade by tho IJOntana Cc-raitto for

Rroblcoa of th® Acins in tho area of Montol PIc:?ith, it *m3 hoped that mch vrovOd

bo accompliahcd by tho individtiala or tho fa':dly units thcroolvcs* Whoro tho
severity of tho probloa req[iirc3 ascictanco, that is not avaHablo vdthin tho
fasiily unit, profooolonal wcrkcro, either as privato practitioners or as aflonoy

roprecanttttivoai tmot bo called upon*

Tho word local was usod to indicate the most iiaiwdiato geograjMcal unit

that night have already existing facilities or havo the untapped potential for
providing tho needed oorvlcco* In the third rccanacnditlon, tho reference was
to tho utilisation of interested pcrsono or c^cncles already oxiotias in the
cooDcunity to provide tho counaollrs* Tliooo would bo intorccted or Infcmed lay
porcons who mlslit aalce up a board or sorvlco to aooiot tho acing* Frofanslonal
workers in allied fields nirjht do this as a special project or it could be tho
city, county, state or federal oeenoies vdjo idroady havo dooisnated reoponoiblll-
ties in this area*

|lecty^-?idat;tonfl Lnvol of IhrxLercmtition

1* Sach person, with his particular 1* Fonlly firot concerned, althouj^
probleaa, bo consldorod as an tho individual approach should

individual* alvr^ys bo retained regardless of
level of aBoistance*

2* Efforts be nado to first care for 2* Attfnnpt to care for the needs be-
denonstrated needs on local level* ginnlns with the smallest geographical

and govomcicntal vmitai neighborhood,
town, city, county* Utilisation of
profcsalonalo, such as phynloiana,
olorgj'nBn and other private rccoiurces*

3* Voro effective utilisation bo made 3* Essontliuly sarw as 2* aaphaols

of local resources for counselins* a,!];ain on private resoiirces or tarn,
city, county supported facilities*





I

Dr* William it Van Oman
Dwvrer 2, Colorado

4* That lacen pfroroosional montal
health counseling sox^cea b«
aado available*

1^

v^

More Adequate local nuraing and
reot hoobs Aicilities bo available^

/;=^
6c Evor7 effort be cnade to see tliat the

older person not bo isolated^ but
that ho staintain contaota with other
persona*

AuffUBt 26, I960
Rage TWO

4* This ehould be carried out in the
follo\dng order » private poychiatrlstif
loe^'CL conmmity oupported montal
heoLth or guidance clinlco, State
l&ntal HlTE^cno Clinics of the State
Dopartmont of Mental Hygiene*

5* Theoe facilitiea bo provided hy
private opcratora, by church or
Bcrvice groups, by the city, county
or othor appropidate corr^onlty of «
relatively scudl geo^jraphic aroa*

6* Those efforts would be made by the
farail^t the neichborhood, church,
local service clubs, comaunity orcani-
Batlono Bade up of a^ pcrcona thea-
selveo* In this area profcnoionnl
workers should only act in an eavla<Jry
capacity*

It li signifioant that, throughout the wxck of the I&ntana Cotitaittee on jRrob*
lisas of the Aging, including the six rof^lonal conferences, there has been relatively
little reference to iBSplor-ientation of prosrani by State or Federal agencies. In
the area of nental health there were no ease v^ex^ the feeling was expresned that
there was a need for Federal lovol assistance* Only in one inctnnce was it felt
neoeseary to call fcir State level asenoy assistance* Ifoot probleina could be re-
solved frora the county level doivnwsird to the eoiallest possible functioning c^ivem-
E»ntal unit and on to the individual hiinself

•

Dr* Spratt anri I have discussed this subject and he ooncturs with this report*

Very truly yours,

Louis W* Mlirl, OTR

XiNW/xnlm

00 t aalph C* Knoblock
Francis A* Howard
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3. More effective utilization "be made of local resource persons for

counseling.

k. That more professional mental heaJLth counseling services be made

available

.

5. More adequate local nursing and rest home facilities be available so

the emotionally disturbed, aged person can remain in, or as close to

his home community as possible, despite his need for institutionaliza-

tion.

6. Every effort be made to see that the older person should not be iso-

lated, but that he maintain contacts with other persons.

These recommendations, pertaining to the area of mental health, must be

given serious consideration in attempting to resolve some of the basic problems of

the aging in Montana.

It is hoped, that some of the information that has been brought to the

attention of those interested in aging will lead to better mental health for

everyone

.

]

COMMITTEE ON MENTAL HEALTH

Louis W. Wurl, OTR
Coordinator, Activities Therapy
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REPORT 0? SUE-.OMMITTEE ON HOUSING

Resources t There are 2477 fcaas available to Montana's aged citizens in public

and private facilities vdthin the state. This figure includes the State Home

at Lewistown and the Old Soldiers' Home at Colombia Falls.

There are 496 beds in the planning or proposal stage, as estimated by the

Montana State Health Department.

Needs ; According to the I960 census there are 63,602 people sixty-five years

of age and older in the state of Montana.

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare estimates that 9.7 percent

of persons over sixty-five years of age are in need of instutional care.

Applying this percentage to the Montana population, we arrive at the figure

of 6169 aged people in need of nursing or domiciliary care.

Subtracting the available beds from the total needing care, a deficiency

of 3792 beds is indicated. Assuming that the 496 proposed beds materializes,

there remains a deficiency of 3296 beds.

The above estimates are made without regard to the
.

quality of existing

facilities, many of which are sub-standard and incapable of qualifying for

licensure under the new Montana regulations. Your committee therefor regards

the figure 3296 as a minumum.

The various county committees have determined that the need for housing

and nursing facilities is acute in 83 percent of the counties of Montana.

Specific Reccommendations s The Sub-Committee on Housing of the Montana Com-

mittee on Problems of the Aging concurs with the findings and recommendations

of the six Regional Conferences on Aging held throughout the state during the

spring of I960, as follows s housing of the community's aged citizens is a local

responsibility vdiich can best be met on the community level. Only six percent

of the county committees recommend federal financial assistance in providing

facilities for the aged.
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Your committee favors the development of community centered domiciliary

and nursing facilities where the aged can be cared for in thier home com-

munities near their relatives and friends. We feel that such facilities should

be kept as small as is consistent vd.th economical operation to foeter a home-

like atmosphere rather than an institutional atmosphere.

Each community should determine whether its needs can bast be met by com-

munity-owned facilities, proprietary facilities, or church and charitable

sponsored facilities, or by a combination of the above.

Your CfflBfflittse wishes to commend the Montana State Health Department for

its new regulations for the constiruction and operation of domiciliary and nurs-

ing facilities for the aged. We believe these regulations will materially im-

prove the quality of care afforded our aged people, but we recognize that the

application of higher standards will result in considerably higher cost to the

operators. We believe that the application of the new and higher standards

should be accompanied by increased public assistance to aged individuals so

that they may avail themselves of the more acceptable levels of care contem-

plated by the new regulations.
j

Sub-Committee on Housing

Dr. E. 0. Bratsberg & ^larry Westley
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SUB-COMhttTTEE REPORT ON EDUCATION FOR AGING

"As a Nation, we are beginning to realize that for the well-being, strem^h,

and hapfiness of society and the individual, it is essential that older ggepie

remain afl ae^ive part of their families and their coiranunities . It i§ iffljjortant,

also, for the iftdividual ' s o\-m sense of worth and importance. In ©I'tgi: to accom-

plish this broad ©bjeetive, many older people need new knowledgg^ attitudes and

skills. While it i§ efteii possible to document the cost of illhesS or unemploy-

ment, it is difficult te d§§wnent the cost of ignorance. All people, yoving and

old alike, need to know ffiei'§ abeut aging. In gepej-al
,^ Vgyy little has been done

in comparison with the needs th%t_ exist .
" (Whitg Hguse Conference on Aging Back-

ground Paper on Education for Agings p. lk3'.)

Montana's
,

fmil±%i§§ and Services

"Very little is being done" ifl th§ ai'fa ef "Education for Aging" was the

typical report when the various county SUbe©temittees made their reports to the

six Regional Conferences. There Was an Occasional mention of a Golden Age Club

or a class in one of the "crafts"^ buti §Ven here the reference was usxmlly to

recreation rather than education. Not & Single formal program designed to serve

"Education for Afi-ng" was mentioned.

Needs

Three educational tasks present themselves:

1. To change the attitude of otir total J>opulation toward older people.

2. To develop appropriate expectations and behavior in all aging persons.

3. To retain older persons for social usefulness in line with their chang-

ing capabilities.

What are the problems in regard to the developmental tasks of aging people?

Problems of changing family relationships, of community status, of financial

security, of employment, of rehabilitation, and of housing and living arrange-

ments, of health, of leisure activities, and religious feelings are among the
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main ones. Education has an Important role to play in helping people solve these

problems, and helping them make the necessary adjustment. Old people themselves

ntust solve their problems. Only they, working through the educative process, can

arrive at the necessary changes. Many commvinity agencies besides the schools,

however, have resources to offer. Recreation department, library, employment aiid

rehabilitation offices, family service agencies, housing groups, chiirches, nurs-

ing services, convalescent homes and homes for the aging, as well as others, have

facilities that could be utilized. An ad.ult education program has a great deal to

offer. One of Its functions is that of providing the educational ingredients in

the activites of other agencies. Possibly the most important role of the school,

which it shares with a few other agencies, is to stimulate the formation of groxrps

and coxmcils of aging people who are concerned about their own problems. The

assignment of a sympathetic counselor to work with groups of older residents is

probably the first and best step. Such a counselor can euivise, help discover

resource, interpret the needs and potentials of the school, and help promote

educational activities desired by the elderly. Such a counselor is a friend in

court, so to speak, who opens channels of communication with all orgeinizations

and eigencies and programs having educational services to offer. Golden Age

Clubs, and other groups, can tvirn to the counselor for advice in approaching

their problems through the educational program. (Submitted by Ted Barkhurst,

Administrative Assistajat to Great Falls Public Schools, for Cascade County.)

Nearly every covinty mentioned some aspect of the needs so well summarized"

by Ted Barkhurst above. A few examples follow:

Daniels County:

"2. Need for more education regarding available facilities and services."

"5. Need educational direction for teaching the elderly new talents, to

include hobbies, etc."

"6. Education from the standpoint of health in the Aging is needed."
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Roosevelt Coimty:

"Commimity has little or no provision to teach new skills or hobbies, or

to improve old skills .

"

Rosebud Cotmty:

"2. Education regarding problems of the aging beginning at age 45."

"3. Rehabilitation program aimed at re-training those over U5, if needed."

Musselshell County:

"Educational prepeiration for retirement; self-improvement and/or self-

development, the latter to include the development of cultural interests and per-

sonal health care; better understanding of self—to include adjustments for

retirement; opportunity for older people to occiipy themselves along vocational

lines, Bjrts, crafts, and hobbies."

Dr. Winter, at Miles City (quoting A.M.A.):

"1. Stimulation of a realistic attitude toward aging by all people."

Dr. Elting, at Miles City (Custer County Committee):

"1. Help the families of aging citizens and the coraraunities as a whole

understand the problems of aging."

Dr. Shown at Glasgow:

"It is not siofficient that we add years to the life of the lndlvld\aal; we

also must add life to these years."

Recommendations

Most covmty reports seemed to Imply, or stated, that the various individual

communities now have little or no programs, or plans, for Education for Aging,

but could ca:rry on their ovm programs if adequate Information, suggestions,

directions, ajid types or patterns of successful activities and programs were

available to the lay-volunteer community leaders

.

The reports malce it quite clear that the average community does not have the

professional personnel necessary to do its own research and design its own teach-

ing aids aiid guide-lines for an effective program for the Education for Aging.
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October 3, 1960

Or. William T. Van Orsian

Department of Health, Education
and Welfare

621 - 17th Street
Denver, Coloraulo

tSy dear Dr. Van Ormaut

Or. F* A. Howard has informed me that you desire more Information

regarding the different sections of the Montana Report for Problems

of the Aging.

I think the recocunondatloas for the Subcominittee on Education statod

in the report, pp. 63'-'64, a fairly complete description of the gen**

eral procedure to bo followed and the goals to be reached.

I do not feel that I or any other member of the Montana Committes
have sufficient information to go much more into detail regarding

the description of procedures. It could be argued that this pro>

Ject should be handled by the Department of Health, or it might be

argued, by the Office of Education. On the other hand, stxae would

argue that it should be handled by the Department of Welfare. It is

not clearly a case of rehabilitation. Therefore, it would bo my pre-

sumption that if the recce:Hendations were acceptable, a committee

composed of some member, level, or division of the U. S. Office of

Education, a member from the Welfare Department, and possibly one from

its rehabilitation branch should make general plans. The detcrmin-*

»tlon of the specific agency to carry out such a project is probably

am administrative matter rather than an educational or welfare program.

I am not in a position to know which specific branch of the department
could best do the Job.

After the Whitehouse Conference has made its specific recommendations,

I would pres\me that this set of recomsiondationa in the Montana Report,

pp. 63-64, might be much modified and possibly narrowed so that the

actual assigning of it to a specific branch or agoncy would be much
simplified.

Beyond this, I doubt that further remarks would clarify anything since

rather specific instructions regarding goals to be reached and proced-

ures to be followed are included in the recommendations.

Very truly yours.

£. A. Atkinson
Director

EAA:Jt Summer Session & Extension
cc! Mr. Ralph C. Knoblock, Mry. Prancis A. Howard





Therefore, we make the following recommendations:

1. That the United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare he

requested to plan, write, and print a manual, or set of manuals, on the subject

of Education for Aging. The manual, or manuals, should he designed to assist

local volimteer community lead.ers in planning and carrying out a program of Educa-

tion for Aging in a single community. It should include infonnation, outlines,

bibliographies, methods -of procedure, teaching aids, general suggestions and such

other related material as the Department of Health Education and Welfare deems
o

helpful.

The manual, or manuals, should be designed to assist a local volunteer

leader, or teacher, in giving a formal covrse; leading a single, or series of

group discussions or study groups; giving a single or series of lect\3res; or of

planning a total commionity program.

2. That the manual, or maniials, referred to in "1" above shall be dis-

tributed free, or sold at cost, to any American Citizen upon request.

3. That at least one copy of the maniml, or manuals, on Education for Aging

be deposited in every branch, local or field office of every branch, division,

bureau, or service of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

:^
Dr. E. A. Aibkinson, ChairmanT /
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STATISTICS MD DATA USEDD IN MONTANA
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Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

NUMBER OF PERSONS 65 AND OVER AND PERCENTAGE OF
TOTAL STATE POPULATION, 19 57

237,000
72,000

185,000 „

1,152,000
139,000
212,000
31,000
418,000
264,000
55,000

904,000
408,000
312,000
222,000
270,000
209,000
101,000
194,000
511,000
570,000
327,000
175,000
455,000
62.000

7.6^
6.8

10.5
8.5
8.5
9.4
7.3

10.2
7.1
8.5
9.4
9.1

11.2
10.8
9.0
6.9

10.9
6.9

10.7
7.4
9.9
8.1

10.8
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
District of Columbia
United States

151,000
13,000
63,000

479,000
47,000

1,496,000
282,000
54,000

820,000
230,000
163,000

1,025,000
81,000
144,000
67,000
274,000
651,000
53,000
43,000
255,000
250,000
164,000
372,000
24,000
66,000

14,612,000

-2A.
10.6
5.1

11.0
8.6
6.0
4.5
6.4
8.4
8.9
10.3
9.4
9.3
9.8
6.2
9.8
8.0
7.2
6.4
11.6
7.0
9.4
8.3
9.6
7.7
8.3
8.7^

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census. As reported in "The Aged and Aging in the
United States; A National Problem," a Report by the Subcommittee on
Problems of the Aged and Aging, U. S. Senate, I960.
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MONTANA COMMITTEK ON
THE PROBLEMS OF THE AGING

TOTAL POPULATION OF THE STATE

Census of 1950 590,966
Estimate of Population 1958 688,000
Percentage Increase 1950-1958 " 16.4^

TOTAL 65 YEARS AND OLDER

Census of 1950 50,864
Estimate July 1959 65,000
Percentage Increase 1950-1959 27.8^
Percent of Population 1950 8.6^
Percent of Population 1959 ^,k%

PERSONS 65 YEARS AND OLDER RECEIVING PUBLIC FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Number Receiving Old Age Assistance November 1959 7|107
Number Receiving Old Age & Survivors Insurance February 1959 41»047
Number Receiving Both OAA & OASI March 1959 2,191
Number in State Hospital, Warm Springs November 1959 518
Number in Special Care Facilities, Nursing Homes, etc. 926
Number in Home for the Aged, Lewistowi 105
Number in Old Soldiers Home, Colvunbia Falls (capacity 100) Men 79

Women 16
Number Receiving Unemployment Insurance December 1959 4,378
Ages 45 to 64 4,023
Over 65 , 355

EMPLOYMENT OF OLDER WORKERS (Age 45 and Older)

Number Seeking Work Through the State Employment Service November 1959 5,699
Ages 45 to 64 5,232
Female 1,111
Over 65 467
Female 96
Nvmiber Filing New York Applications with the Employment Service,
July-December 1959 4,967
Over 65 371
Number Placed on Jobs by the Employment Service
July-December 1959 4,058
Over 65 147
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MONTANA COMMITTICE ON
THE PROBLEMS OF THE AGING

Number of Old Age Assistance Recipients in Special Care
Facilities, by County, October 1959

Note: Recepients in special care facilities are
those in hospitals, nursing homes and board-
ing homes whose grants are subject to the
$85 maximvun.

County No. Of





(Continued)

County No. of





MONTANA COMMITTEE ON THE PROBLEMS OF THE AGING

STATE HOSPITAL SURVEY

As ^ JJS?* of the research and study imdertaken by the Montana Committee on thg

probiefflg Sl" the Aging, the committee enlisted the cooperation of the Moatajsa.

Hospitsti Association through the mailing of a questionnaire intended tio d@i@fSline

the numb^? §? individuals age 65 or over who were hospital confined dxiyisg a
given weeMr

The statis'fcigs V^fiP^ were accumula,ted through this survey appear belev< These
statistics etf§ %as§i on a specific day during the month of Februaiy, I960, on
which the hosi^iMi§ i» question completed the questionnaire furbished to them.

Number of HospifeiiS fi§BPrting ..,,.*. k2

Number of patients ifi -bii? hospital on a given day (excludigg aewborn).. 1733

Number of patients ih ifag fe^spital on a given day over age l^,,, 576

Number of male patients ev§¥ ft^ 65 s . . 1 30I

Number of female patifeflts 8Vfei» if-a ^ • ? • i • • 1 . . . s 304

Number of widows or widd^f§ 6¥§? Ip s ; • s 1 1 1 » s i « j s « i » . « » * * 276

Nianber of patients over §5 hospitaiiasi f91: more than 30 days I8I

Number of patients over 65 hosfiitalizfed ibt SfcUte illnesses 283

Number of patients over 65 hospitalized for cMlJtiic illnesses 240

Nxunber of patients over 65 who are recipients df public assistance I5I

Number of patients over 65 not recipients of gUblic assistance considered
poor or doubtful credit risks .^ .<. 66

Number of persons over 65 having a recognized and satisfactory type of
health insurance n I88

Number of patients over 65 who could have just as easily been taken care

of in a nursing home 103
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TRANSCRIPT OF REGIONAL CONFERENCES
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